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บทคัดย่อ 
 

  ไฮโดรเจลที่ตอบสนองต่ออุณหภูมิรูปแบบใหม่ซึ่งประกอบด้วยเมทิลเซลลูโลส (MC) 
ที่ความเข้มข้น 4% โดยน้ำหนัก และพลูโรนิค F127 (PF) ที่ความเข้มข้นต่างๆกัน (12, 14, 16, 18 
และ 20% โดยน้ำหนัก) ได้ถูกพัฒนาและตรวจสอบคุณลักษณะได้สำเร็จ สิ่งที่น่าสนใจเกี่ยวกับงานนี้
คือสารละลายเดี่ยวของ 12PF และ 14PF ไมเ่ป็นเจลที่อุณหภูมิร่างกาย แต่การผสมกับเมทิลเซลลูโลส
สามารถเกิดเป็นเจลได้ ลักษณะภายนอกที่มองเห็นได้ของส่วนผสมพลูโรนิค127/เมทิลเซลลูโลส
(12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC และ 20PF/MC) ม ีล ักษณะเป ็นสารละลายใสที่
อุณหภูมิแวดล้อมและมีลักษณะเจลแข็งขุ่นที่อุณหภูมิร่างกาย ความขุ่นของส่วนผสมเหล่านี้ระหว่าง
การให้ความร้อนอาจเป็นผลมาจากเมทิลเซลลูโลสกระทบต่อพลูโรนิคในระบบ ความเข้มข้นที่เกิดไม
เซลและปริมาณความร้อนของกระบวนการการรวมตัวเป็นไมเซลลดลงโดยการรวมเมทิลเซลลูโลสเข้า
กันกับพลูโรนิค อุณหภูมิที ่สารละลายเปลี่ยนเป็นเจลสามารถปรับและลดลงได้โดยการเพิ่มความ
เข้มข้นของ PF นอกจากนี้ เอทิโดรเนต โซเดียม (EDS) ยาที่ใช้ในการรักษาโรคกระดูกพรุนและโรค
แคลเซียมในเลือดสูง ที ่ความเข้มข้น 4x10-3M ถูกเติมเข้าไปในไฮโดรเจลและทำการตรวจสอบ
พฤติกรรมของเจล พบว่า EDS ที่ความเข้มข้น 4x10-3M ไม่ได้เปลี่ยนแปลงการไวต่อความร้อนการเป็น
เจลและพฤติกรรมวัฏภาคของส่วนผสมข้างต้น ดังนั้นการศึกษานี้จึงบ่งชี้ได้ว่าการผสม MC กับ PF 
เป็นวิธีการที่มีศักยภาพในการปรับปรุงคุณลักษณะทางความร้อนของระบบนำส่งยาที่ก่อตัวเป็นเจลใน
ร่างกายได้ 
  ในบรรดาส่วนผสมต่างๆ ส่วนผสมของ 12PF/MC และ 14PF/MC ถูกเลือกเพ่ือ
ทำการศึกษาเพ่ิมเติมเนื่องจากมีคุณลักษณะที่เป็นสถานะสารละลายใกล้กับอุณหภูมิแวดล้อม (24 °C) 
และก่อตัวเป็นเจลภายในอุณหภูมิร่างกาย (37 °C) ส่วนผสมเหล่านี้มีความเหมาะสมเพื่อเป็นตัวนำส่ง
แบบฉีดได้ 12PF/MC และ 14PF/MC แสดงคุณสมบัติยึดเกาะเยื่อเมือกได้ดีกว่า 12PF และ 14PF 
เดี่ยว อย่างมีนัยสำคัญ ตามลำดับ นอกจากนี้ ความเข้ากันได้ทางชีวภาพของสารผสมเหล่านี้แสดงผล
ที่ดีต่อเซลล์ไฟโบรบลาสต์ การศึกษาลำดับถัดมาคือ เติม ด็อกซีไซคลิน ไฮเครท (DX) ที่ความเข้มข้น 
0.25 และ 0.5% โดยน้ำหนัก เข้ากับส่วนผสม 12PF/MC และ 14PF/MC และทำการประเมิน
ประสิทธิผลสำหรับการใช้เป็นระบบนำส่งยาเกี่ยวกับปริทันต์ แม้ว่าอุณหภูมิการเกิดเจลและความหนืด
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ของส่วนผสมที่บรรจุด้วย DX จะเปลี่ยนแปลงที่ช่วงอุณหภูมิสูง อย่างไรก็ตาม ส่วนผสมทั้งหมดยังคงมี
ลักษณะเหมือนเจลได้ซึ่งครอบคลุมอุณหภูมิแวดล้อมและอุณหภูมิของร่างกาย นอกจากนี้ การผสม 
DX เข้ากันกับส่วนผสม 12PF/MC และ 14PF/MC ยังแสดงฤทธิ ์ต ้านแบคทีเรียได้เช่นเดียวกับ
สารละลายยาบริสุทธิ์ สิ ่งนี้บ่งชี้ว่าตัวนำส่งแบบ PF/MC ทั้งสองไม่ได้ขัดขวางการออกฤทธิ ์ต้าน
แบคทีเรียของยา 12PF/MC และ 14PF/MC ยังแสดงรูปแบบการปลดปล่อยยา DX ที่ช้าอีกด้วย 
ดังนั้น ในการศึกษานี้แสดงให้เห็นว่าตัวนำส่งของส่วนผสมที่เหมาะสมของ PF/MC ที่ตอบสนองต่อ
อุณหภูมิมีแนวโน้มทีจ่ะพัฒนาเป็นระบบนำส่งยาปริทันต์ที่มีประสิทธิภาพได ้
  การกระเจิงของรังสีเอกซ์มุมเล็ก (SAXS) ได้ถูกนำมาใช้เพื่อศึกษาพฤติกรรมทาง
ความร้อนของส่วนผสม PF/MC ที่สัมพันธ์กับการเปลี่ยนวัฏภาคและคุณลักษณะทางรีโอโลยี ส่วนผสม
ของ PF/MC ในการศึกษาครั้งนี้ ได้แก่ 11PF, 17PF, 11PF/MC, และ 17PF/MC จากผลการทดลอง
ด้วยวิธีการเอียงหลอดและการวิเคราะห์ทางรีโอโลยี พบว่า 11PF ไม่เป็นเจล แต่การรวมกับกับเมทิล
เซลลูโลส (MC) (4% โดยน้ำหนักของเมทิลเซลลูโลส) ทำให้ระบบสามารถสร้างเจลได้เมื่ออุณหภูมิ
เพิ่มขึ้น นอกจากนี้พบว่าการเพิ่ม MC ลงใน 17 PF (17PF/MC) สามารถลดอุณหภูมิการเกิดเจลของ 
17PF ได ้โครงสร้างของเจล มีการจัดเรียงตัวเป็นระเบียบมีลักษณะรูปทรงสี่เหลี่ยมลูกบาศก์แบบกลาง
หน้าในที่อุณหภูมิปานกลางเหนืออุณหภูมิการเกิดเจล ที่อุณหภูมิสูงขึ้น (55–70 °C) สังเกตพบว่าเส้น
โค้งของการกระเจิงแสงมุมเล็ก (SAXS) ยกตัวสูงขึ้นด้วย เหตุการณ์นี้เป็นผลจาก MC ช่วยให้เกิดการ
เชื่อมต่อกันเป็นโครงร่างตาข่ายกับไมเซลที่อุณหภูมิสูงได้ การเกิดเจลนี้อาจสัมพันธ์กับการที่ MC ช่วย
เชื่อมโครงสร้างไมเซลของ PF ที่เหมือนกับการเกิดโครงร่างตาข่ายเจลของ MC นอกจากนี้ EDS ได้ถูก
เติมเข้าไปในส่วนผสมต่างๆ และทำการศึกษา พบว่ายาไม่ส่งผลกระทบต่อการเกิดเจลและการจัดเรียง
โครงสร้างของโพลีเมอร์อย่างมีนัยสำคัญ มากไปกว่านั้น ส่วนผสมของ 11PF/MC เป็นของเหลวที่
อุณหภูมิ 25 °C และกลายเป็นเจลที่อุณหภูมิร่างกาย 37 °C ดังนั้น จากการศึกษาครั้งนี้พบว่าการผสม 
PF กับ MC มีศักยภาพที่สำคัญในการปรับอุณหภูมิของเจลให้เหมาะสมเพื่อเป็นระบบนำส่งยาเข้าสู่
ภายในร่างกาย 
 
 
คำสำคัญ: พลูโรนิค F127, เมทิลเซลลูโลส, ไฮโดรเจล, ระบบนำส่งยา, โรคปริทันต์อักเสบ  
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ABSTRACT 

 

   Novel thermo-responsive hydrogels comprising 4% w/w 

Methylcellulose (MC) and various Pluronic F127 (PF) concentrations (12, 14, 16, 18, 

and 20% w/w) were successfully developed and characterized. The interesting thing in 

this work was neat 12PF and 14PF solutions did not form gel but blending with MC 

could form gel. Visual appearance of the PF/MC blends (12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 

16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC) were clear solutions at ambient temperature and 

exhibited turbid hard gel at physiological temperature. The turbidity during heating of 

these blends may be caused by the effect of MC on the PF system. The critical micelle 

concentration (CMT) and the enthalpy of micellization were reduced by including MC 

into PF. The sol-to-gel transition temperature can be modulated and decreased by 

increasing PF concentrations. Besides, 4x10-3 M Etidronate sodium (EDS); used to treat 

hypercalcemia and osteoporosis was added into hydrogels and investigated their gels 

behavior. EDS at a centration of 4x10-3 M, did not alter the thermosensitive gelation 

and the phase behavior of the blends. Thus, this study indicates that blending of PF with 

MC is a potential method to improve the thermal characteristics of in situ gel-forming 

drug delivery systems. 

   Among of the blends, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends were selected for 

further study. Since their characteristics were in solution state near ambient temperature 

(24 °C) and formed in situ gels at body temperature (37 °C). These mixtures were found 

to be suitable as injectable implant matrices. 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC showed 

substantially better mucoadhesive properties than neat 12PF and 14PF, respectively. 

Furthermore, the biocompatibility of these mixtures was well shown on fibroblasts. The 

next study was addition the Doxycycline hyclate (DX) at concentrations of 0.25 and 

0.5% w/w into 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends and evaluated its effectiveness for using 

as a periodontal drug delivery system. Although, the gelation temperature and viscosity 

of the DX-loaded blends were changed at high temperatures range. However, all blends 

still exhibited gel-like characteristics covering the ambient and body temperature. 

Moreover, DX-incorporated 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends presented the same 

antibacterial activity as the pure drug solution. This indicated that both PF/MC matrices 

did not prohibit the antibacterial activity of the drug. The 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC also 

exhibited slow-release profile of DX. Therefore, in the present study demonstrated that 
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the appropriate mixtures of thermo-responsive of PF/MC are promising matrices for the 

development of an efficient periodontal drug delivery system. 

   The small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was applied for study the 

behavior of PF/MC blends which related to the temperature-dependent phase transition 

and rheological characteristic. The blending of PF/MC in this study were 11PF, 17PF, 

11PF/MC, and 17PF/MC. As results of test tube tilting method and rheological analysis, 

11PF cannot form gel. But blending 11PF with 4% w/w methylcellulose (MC) 

(11PF/MC) enabled the system to form gel upon heating. In addition, adding MC into 

17 PF (17PF/MC) could reduce the gelation temperature of 17PF. The ordered structure 

of these gels exhibited a face-centered cubic (FCC) phase at intermediate temperature 

above the gelation temperature; the steep upturn of the SAXS curves was observed in 

the small scattering vector range at high temperatures (55–70 °C). This occurrence was 

a result of MC-assisted interconnected network of micelles at high temperatures. This 

gelation may be related to that MC assisted intermicellar organization the PF micelle 

structure, similar to the gelation network of MC. In addition, EDS was incorporated 

into the matrices. The results found that the drug did not significantly affect the 

thermosensitive gelation and the ordered structure of the polymeric systems. Moreover, 

the blend of 11PF/MC was solution at 25 °C and became gel at body temperature of 37 

°C. Therefore, this study revealed that blending PF with MC is a potential strategy for 

modulating the thermosensitive characteristics of the in situ gel forming drug delivery.  

 

 

Keywords: Pluronic F127, Methylcellulose, Hydrogel, Drug delivery system, Periodontitis  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1  Literature review 

 

 

1.1.1  Hydrogels 

 

 

  Hydrogels are three-dimensional, hydrophilic, polymeric networks that 

can maintain their structure in a large amount of water or biological fluid (1). The 

network structure of hydrogels is capable to absorb water from 10–20% (an arbitrary 

lower limit) up to thousands of times for their dry weight (2). The existence of water in 

the hydrogel plays an important role in the overall penetration of the active ingredient 

into and out of the gel and can be associated with any hydrogel structure (3). The water 

molecules in hydrogels can be divided into bound water and bulk water. When the first 

water molecules enter the dry hydrogel, the hydrophilic part of the matrix will hydrate 

the most polar which is called primary bound water, and the networks swell. While the 

water molecules contacting the hydrophobic part of the network are called secondary 

bound water. After the high polar and low polar groups have interacted with bound 

water molecules, the network will imbibe additional water until reaching an equilibrium 

swelling level. The additional swelling water that is imbibed after the ionic, polar, and 

groups become saturated with bound water is called free water or bulk water, and is 

filled in the space within the network (2).  

  Currently, hydrogels are very popular and the number of patents and 

commercial products exist. The main areas of hydrogel applications are manufacturing 

contact lenses, biosensors, foods, cosmetics, wastewater adsorbents, hygiene products, 

wound dressings, tissue engineering scaffolds, and drug delivery systems (4, 5). For 

medicinal and pharmaceutical applications, hydrogels display various advantages and 

properties that make attractively and widely utilized (1-3, 6). The high-water content of 

hydrogel structure is similar to the native extracellular matrix (ECM) in the body, 

resulting in biocompatible hydrogels. In addition, the porosity of hydrogels deserves 

for loading bioactive molecules or drugs and subsequent drug release at a rate 

dependent on the diffusion coefficient of the small molecule or macromolecule through 

the gel network. Due to the soft behavior of hydrogels, it is easy to deformable to 

various shapes of the applied surface. Furthermore, the mucoadhesive or bioadhesive 

properties of the polymer used in some hydrogels can interact with the mucosa lining 

in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, colon, vagina, nose, and other parts of the body leading 

to their ability to prolong their residence time at the delivery location. Besides, the 
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viscoelastic property of fully swollen or hydrated hydrogels minimizes irritation to the 

surrounding tissues after implantation. Moreover, the thermodynamic compatibility 

with water of hydrogels allows them to swell in aqueous media. However, their 

limitations also are low mechanical strength, hard to handle, difficult to load drugs and 

cells before cross-linking in vitro as a prefabricated matrix, rapid drug release, and 

difficult to sterilize (2, 6). For all that, these hydrogel limitations are challenging for 

further development. 

  Hydrogels can be classified according to various characteristics: their 

origins (natural, synthetic, or a combination of both), their properties (mechanical or 

physical), the natures of their polymer side groups (ionic or non-ionic), the types of 

cross-link (chemical or physical), and their responses to various chemical and physical 

stimuli (7). The hydrogel systems transform in response to infinitesimal changes of 

environmental stimuli include physical (temperature, electric fields, light, pressure, 

sound, magnetic fields), chemical (pH, ions), or biological ones, also called intelligent 

or smart hydrogels (8, 9). These smart hydrogels providing such ‘sensor’ properties can 

undergo reversible volume phase transitions or sol-gel phase transitions upon changes 

in the environmental condition by triggering the polymer chain in the matrix (8). 

 Commonly, the 3D network of hydrogel is made up by a porous structure 

of cross-linked polymers, in which the morphology, averaged porous size (ξ), porous-

size distribution, including the molar mass between two neighbor crosslinks are based 

on several factors such as fabrication method, the concentration of monomer and/or 

polymer solution, and the crosslinking agent (10). As mentioned, the monomer or 

polymer chains in a hydrogel network can be connected by chemically and physically 

crosslinked (Fig. 1.1).  

 

 

Fig. 1.1  Schematic of various crosslinks in hydrogel networks (10). 
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  In the chemically crosslinked (or chemical hydrogels) the polymer 

chains are crosslinked by covalent bonds and once destroyed by chemically or 

enzymatically reaction and produce permanent hydrogel. The cross-linking process 

occurred with the addition of small molecule cross-linking, polymer-polymer 

conjugation, photosensitive agents, or by the enzyme-catalyzed reaction. These 

hydrogels allow absorption of water and/or bioactive compounds without dissolution 

and permit drug release by diffusion (10). Although the permanent networks lead to 

high mechanical strength, their biomedical applications are found some limitations: (i) 

since the most small cross-linker molecules are toxic (6), and (ii) prolonged 

photosensitivity and  irradiation lead to a local increase in  temperature, thereby 

damaging adjacent cells and tissues (3).  

 In the physically crosslinked (or physical hydrogel's) the polymer chains 

are linked together by non-covalent bonds (physical interactions) such as electrostatic 

interaction, dipole-dipole, H-bonds, and hydrophobic forces, and by entanglements and 

junctions (10). These physical hydrogel’s forms by without the need for chemical 

modification or the addition of cross-linking entities in vivo, and display reversible 

behavior and biodegradable. They are poor in mechanical strength and pore size of 

physical network, and gelation time (6). These limitations can be improving their 

gelation time, control drug release, and mechanical property by: (i) increasing the 

polymer solution concentration, (ii) adding some salts or small molecules, and (iii) 

using modified polymers into polymer matrices (3). 

 During the last two-decade, Smart hydrogel is the ideal candidate for the 

development of self-regulating drug delivery system with improved therapeutic 

efficiency. Temperature and pH are the most commonly used stimuli to activate the 

therapeutic activity of hydrogels as they are biologically and physiologically related. 

Between the different possible external and internal stimuli, changes in temperature 

have proved to be easy and weak adverse effects on the tissues compared to other 

stimuli. 

 

 

1.1.2  Thermo-responsive hydrogels 

 

 

 Thermo-responsive hydrogels (or temperature-sensitive hydrogels) are 

able to swell or collapse as a result of temperature changes in surrounding fluid. They 

can be classified into negatively and positively thermo-responsive hydrogels. Negative 

thermo-responsive hydrogels are identified by their lower critical solution temperature 

(LCST). Below the LCST, the hydrogel swells in solution, and above this temperature 

the polymer shrinks. On the other hand, positive temperature-sensitive hydrogels are 

identified by their upper critical solution temperature (UCST). Below UCST, the 

polymer shrinks, and above UCST it swells. By adjusting the temperature of the critical 
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solution in a physiological range, these hydrangeas are reliable candidates for in situ 

administration of drugs and biologic products (9).  

 At room or ambient temperature, this thermo-responsive hydrogel can 

be applied together with a drug into the target tissue, afterwards the system may turn 

into a gel at physiological temperature (37 C) (11). It is important that this may 

introduce the site-specific delivery of the drug and the release of the drug may be 

controllable. This hydrogel may be administered via various routes including as oral, 

rectal, ocular, parenteral, nasal, vaginal, dermal and transdermal deliveries (1, 8). 

 Decisive characteristics of thermo-responsive hydrogels can be 

investigated by various techniques which include spectrometry, differential scanning 

calorimetry, and rheology. The major characteristics for verifying thermo-responsive 

hydrogels such as gelation temperature (sol-gel phase transition), viscoelasticity, 

gelation mechanism, scattering of light, cloud point, thermal behavior. Moreover, 

biocompatibility, bioadhesivity, and drug release mechanism are intents to evaluate (12) 

 The thermo-responsive polymers play an important role in their 

hydrogel’s characteristics. Generally, polymers used for thermo-responsive hydrogels 

are composed of moderately hydrophobic groups (methyl, ethyl, and propyl) or a 

mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments (9). They can be divided into two 

major classes based on their origin; naturally occurring polymers and synthetic 

materials. Natural polymers that extensively used to prepare thermo-responsive 

hydrogel are chitosan, dextran, collagen, alginate, gelatin, hyaluronic, xyloglucan, 

cellulose and its derivative (13, 14). Moreover, synthetic biodegradable polymers are 

also developed as thermo-responsive hydrogel such as poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), 

poly (D,L-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) 

(PNIPAAm) (13, 15). Thermo-responsive hydrogels based on natural and synthetic 

polymers have been investigated for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug deliveries.  

For example, xyloglucan hydrogel has been developed for sustained-release of 

paracetamol (16). Encapsulation metronidazole loaded chitosan/α, β-glycerophosphate 

(CS/α, β-GP) thermosensitive hydrogel have been investigated for sustained drug 

release for periodontal delivery (17). Thermo-reversible Pluronic® F-127-based 

hydrogel containing liposomes-paclitaxel has been developed for controlled release and 

improved antitumor drug delivery (18).  

 In addition, polymer blends are plenty utilized as thermo-responsive 

hydrogels for reducing limitations and enhancing their particular function in physico 

chemical properties, which are absent in a single polymer. Some of polymeric blends 

have been reported in various administration routes. For instance, poloxamer 407 and 

hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) or sodium carboxymethylcellulose (NaCMC) 

have been developed in different ratio as thermo-responsive hydrogel to improve the 

rheological (Tsol/gel) and mechanical properties of the hydrogel and suitable 

formulations for topical or local application (19). A 3D thermo-responsive comprised 

of hyaluronic acid and poly (N-isopropolyacrylamide, PNIPAAm) has been 

demonstrated the chemical and mechanical properties to promote human pluripotent 
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stem cells (hPSC) expansion and differentiation as a potential for biomedical 

applications (20). Carboxylated single wall carbon nanotubes (COOH-SWCNTs) and 

natural polymers (chitosan and collagen) have been integrated to formulate the 

injectable thermo-responsive hydrogels. Their mechanical gel network and osteoblast 

proliferation have been improved and can be applied in bone tissue engineering and 

regenerative medicine (21). In addition to the above, a polymer and polymer blends as 

thermo-responsive hydrogels are summarized in Table 1.1.  
 

Table 1.1  Polymers used for thermo-responsive hydrogels. 

Polymers 
Drugs/ 

Biomolecules 

Administration routes/ 

Applications 
Refs 

Single polymer    

Xyloglucan Rufinamide-loaded 

chitosan nanoparticle 

Direct nose to brain (22) 

 

Chitosan Progesterone (PGT)/ 

randomly methylated-

-cyclodextrin 

complexes 

Vaginal (23) 

Pluronic F127 Gold nanoparticles Transdermal  (24) 

Functionalized PPCN - Bone regenerative engineering (25) 

PNIPAAm  Corticosteroid-loaded 

PLGA microsphere 

Paranasal sinuses (26) 

Polyisocyanopeptide (PIC) Lipoxin A4 Periodontal (27) 

pHPMAmDL-b-PEG Paclitaxel (PTX) Antitumor  (28) 

Polymer blends    

HEC/ NaCMC - Ocular (29) 

Chitosang-g- PNIPAAm  - Bone, Cartilage tissue 

engineering 

(30) 

MC-g- PNIPAAm  - Cartilage tissue engineering (31) 

MC/ Collagen hMSC Stem cell delivery (32) 

MC/ Alginate BMP-9/ VEGF Bone tissue engineering (33) 

MC/ Xyloglucan Metronidazole Periodontal (34) 

Pluronic F127/ Chitosan Tacrolimus Ocular (35) 

Pluronic F127/ HPMC Gold nanoparticles Transdermal  (24) 

Poloxamer/ Hyaluronic  Acyclovir Ocular (36) 

Pluronic F127/ GZ Protein (BSA) Vaccine adjuvants (37) 

Pluronic F127/ MC Etidronate Bone formation (38) 

Pluronic F127/ MC Docetaxel Anticancer (39) 

 Poly(poly-ethyleneglycol citrate-co-N-isopropylacrylamide) 

 Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 
 Poly(N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide lactate) and poly(ethylene glycol)  
 GZ = poly (methyl vinyl ether-co-maleic anhydride) 
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1.1.3  Pluronic®  

 

 

 The most commonly used thermo-responsive hydrogels are poly 

(ethylene oxide)-b-poly (propylene oxide)-b-poly (ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer 

(PEO–PPO–PEO) which well known in the trade names of Pluronic®, Tetronic®, and 

Poloxamer®. The United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) and 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are approving some of them for application 

in food additives, pharmaceutical ingredients, and agricultural products (40). Pluronic® 

is a class of surface-active, amphiphilic molecules. This triblock copolymer consists of 

a hydrophilic (PEO) and hydrophobic (PPO) units that can be modified and resulted in 

different structures such as Pluronic P-85, P-103, F-87, F-98, F-108, and F-127 (41). 

As increasing the temperature, PPO chains are dehydrated and become insoluble this 

may induce the formation of micellar structure and aggregation and gelation (42). The 

gelation of Pluronic® may depend on the concentrations of the polymer and also the 

certain temperature of each system. Upon cooling or lowering the systems, the polymer 

is hydrated and relatively soluble in water and the system turns into solution (43). As 

concentration of Pluronic® decreases, sol to gel transition temperature increases (44). 

The temperature that micelles are formed is referred to as the critical micelle 

temperature (CMT). The CMT of Pluronic® is generally range from 25 to 40 C that 

covering the body temperature (37 C) (41).  The gelling process by multiple phase 

transition of Pluronic F127 in concentrated aqueous solution upon heating was 

investigated by Liu and Li and schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1.2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram for multiple phase transitions in concentrated aqueous 

solutions of Pluronic F127 in a heating process (45). 

 

 

 Pluronic based hydrogel has been widely investigated due to their ability 

to increase bioavailability (drug solubility and drug absorption); to promote drug 

stability, to reduce toxicity and to control drug release (44). However, pluronic has 

some disadvantages including poor mechanical strength, short residence time, high 
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permeability and limitation of molecular weight (42). Pluronic F127 may be able to 

form gel at a concentration ≥ 15% w/w (46). Nevertheless, Pluronic F127 at high 

concentrations (20% wt) is toxic on pre-osteoblasts (MC3T3-E1) and myoblasts cell 

line (C2C12) (38). Our research group has recently developed thermo-responsive 

hydrogels by blending Pluronic F127 with methylcellulose and lead to reduce 

pluronic’s toxicity (38). Besides our studies, Pluronic F127 has been blended with 

various polymers/biopolymers including HPMC (24), chitosan (35), poly (methyl vinyl 

ether-co-maleic anhydride) (37).  

 

 

1.1.4 Methylcellulose 

   

 

  Cellulose is a linear macromolecule consisting of (1–4) linked -D-

glucopyranosyl monomers (47). Cellulose itself is insoluble in water due to the strong 

hydrogen bonds formed between cellulose chains (48). Methylcellulose (MC) is water 

soluble that is modified from cellulose substituting some hydroxyl groups of cellulose 

with methyl groups (49). The degree of methyl substitution is between 1.4 and 2.0 (50). 

MC is extensively utilized in various areas such as biotechnology, paints, 

pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and foods (51).  

  MC is a thermo-responsive gel that forms gel upon heating and returns 

to sol upon cooling (50). As increasing temperature hydrogen bonds become weaker 

and the “cage structure” is sufficiently disrupted at the gelation temperature to facilitate 

a phase separation. The hydrophobic segments subsequently aggregate together, 

forming a bicontinuous network (52). MC with an appropriate degree of substitution 

can form gel in a temperature range from 50°C to 75°C. Moreover, MC at high 

temperature range also shows turbidity effect (53). Gelation mechanism of MC upon 

heating has been reported by Li and colleagues (54) and schematic drawing is shown 

in Fig. 1.3. However, degree of substitution, molecular weight, and salts (salt-assisted 

and salt-suppressed) are factors affecting on thermal gelation and turbidity of MC (50).  

  MC has been considered as an appropriated hydrogel-based system for 

enhancing local drug concentration at target site, non-toxic, and reducing toxic effects 

in normal cells (39). A limitation of MC hydrogel is that its sol-to-gel transition at 

temperatures is higher than the body temperature (50-70°C). The gelation temperature 

of MC should be lowered below a body temperature for in vivo/ in situ applications 

(39). The gelation temperature of MC may be decreased by the addition of metal salts, 

citrate, sugars (sucrose, fructose, and sorbitol), and glycerol has been demonstrated 

(55). Besides, small molecules of gallic acid could reduce gelation temperature of MC 

(56). MC has been blended with various polymers including chitosan, agarose and 

pluronic. The blending of Pluronic F127 with MC has been found to optimize the 

gelation temperature of the system. The blends have been employed to delivery various 

drugs including insulin (subcutaneous delivery) (57), etidronate (bone osteogenesis) 
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(38), timolol maleate (ocular delivery) (46) and docetaxel (anti-cancer drug delivery) 

(39). 

 

 

Fig. 1.3 Schematic drawing showing gelation though the hydrophobic effective units 

of methylcellulose chains upon heating (54). 

 

 

1.1.5 Periodontitis 

 

 

  Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease of gums involving the periodontal 

ligaments degradation, periodontal pocket formation and alveolar bone resorption, 

resulting in the disruption of the supporting structure of the teeth (58). As reported by 

WHO, the global population suffers from severe periodontitis around 10-15% (59).  

  The growth and accumulation of gram-negative anaerobes in the pockets 

are the majors caused of the disease, such as Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, 

Porphyromonas gingivalis, Fusobacterium nucleatum, and Prevotella intermedia. 

Gram-negative anaerobes release toxins and enzymes that can stimulate body’s immune 

response causing the destruction of alveolar bone and connective tissues (58, 60).  

  First signs of periodontal disease usually begin with gingivitis 

(reddened, swollen, and bleed), then the disease progressed by gum tissues begin to 

recede causing pocket formation which may cause tooth sensitivity to temperature and 

pressure change. As pocket formation progresses, supporting bone loss may be noted 

around the teeth. Abscess formation, the collection of pus pockets denoted by pain, 

swelling and discharge from the gum tissues is a later sign of disease, Finally, the 

destruction of alveolar bone and connective tissues are destroyed result in tooth loss (58, 60). 

  The goals of treatment are to eliminate infected tissues caused by 

bacterial plaque and to regenerate lost/damaged periodontal tissues. However, the 

complete eradication of the organisms from the infected sites was not achieved by 

surgical, mechanical treatments (scaling and root planning), and systemic drugs (58, 60).  
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1.1.6 Periodontitis local drug delivery 

 

   

  At the present time, controlled local drug delivery procedure is more 

favorable as compared to the systemic procedure owing to the fact that it essential 

focuses on enhancing the therapeutic outcomes by reaching factors like site-specific 

delivery, lower dose requirement, bypass of first pass metabolism, reduction in 

gastrointestinal side effects and decreasing in dosing frequency. Overall, controlled 

local drug delivery system for periodontitis provides a safe and effective approach of 

treatment that enhances patient compliance. Advance polymer-based delivery systems 

like fibers, gels, micro/nanoparticles, and chips/films made from a variety of natural 

and synthetic materials have been successfully tested for sustained drug release (Fig. 

1.4). These systems are biocompatible, biodegradable, and mucoadhesive. They can fill 

the pockets, and have strong retention on the target site.  

 

 

  

Fig. 1.4 Advance drug delivery system for periodontitis: (a) Fibers, (b) Gels, (c) 

Miro/nanoparticles, and (d) Chips/films (61).  

 

 

  As shown in Fig. 1.4a, fibers are threadlike and reservoir-type drug 

delivery systems. They are placed into the pockets circumferentially using an applicator 

and are sealed in place by applying cyanoacrylate adhesive. Therefore, the entrapped 

drug provides sustained release by diffusing out through the fiber system into the pocket 

(62). In 1979, Goodson and colleagues made up cellulose acetate hollow fibers filled 

with tetracycline hydrochloride. Results were less rapid the drug released and effected 

in reducing pathogenic subgingival microorganisms as compared to scaling and root 

planning (63). Then 1983, they developed monolithic fibers made of tetracycline-

loaded ethylene vinyl acetate to retard the drug release, the drug could be maintained 

longer for a week in deep periodontal pockets (64). A few polymers such as poly(-

caprolactone), polyurethane, polypropylene, cellulose acetic acid derivation propionate 

and ethyl vinyl acetic acid derivation have been examined as matrices for the delivery 

of drug to the periodontal pocket (65). The disadvantages of fibers are time-consuming 

during clinical treatment insertion process and it needs to remove on a weekly basis. 

Thus, the patients and the clinician were discomforted (58, 62).  
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  Gels are semisolid systems that widely apply as antibiotics delivery for 

periodontitis treatment by injection into the intrapocket (Fig. 1.4b). Injectable hydrogels 

are popular as the intrapocket drug delivery for the treatment of periodontitis. Since these 

systems can be made in situ in nature by using specific polymers. This device is easy to 

use and short time for administration by small needle, low pain, low bleeding on probing, 

and proper fixation to the periodontal pocket. Moreover, they possess a higher 

biocompatibility and bioadhesivity, allowing adhesion to the mucosa in the dental pocket. 

Furthermore, they can be quickly eradicated by typical catabolic pathways, reducing the 

risk of host irritant or allergic reactions at the site of application (58, 62). Chitosan gel 

with or without 15% metronidazole demonstrated effectiveness in the clinical treatment 

of chronic periodontitis, applied adjunctive to scaling and root planing (SRP) in 

comparison to SRP alone (66). A thermo-responsive hydrogel composed of 

methylcellulose and xyloglucan loaded-metronidazole (1% w/w) has been developed as 

an in situ mucoadhesive and sustained release for the treatment of periodontitis (34). An 

injectable metronidazole delivery system for periodontal treatment based on 

chitosan/gelatin/-glycerolphosphate thermo-responsive gel has been evaluated. Results 

showed sustained release of drugs that are effective for inhibition of anaerobic gram-

positive over time and found as no cytotoxic effects on HEK 293 cells (67). 

  Micro/nanoparticles are solid spherical polymeric structures containing 

drug dispersed throughout the polymeric matrix (62). They are free-flowing powders, 

regarding as smart vehicles for drug delivery to the pocket area (Fig. 1.4c). Their 

advantages are frequently used to enhance the therapeutic value of a variety of water 

soluble/insoluble medicinal drugs and bioactive molecules by shielding of unstable 

drug before and after administration, improving solubility, enhanced bioavailability and 

decreased frequency and intensity of adverse effects (68).  Local drug delivery of 

doxycycline hyclate in HPMC microspheres have been evaluated in patients. Clinical 

parameters result like probing pocket depth and Porphyromonas gingivalis amounts in 

the periodontal pocket significantly reduced (69). The silver nanoparticles in the size 

of 5 nm have been synthesized and exhibited aerobes and anaerobic activity of oral 

pathogens like A. actinomycetemcomitans, F. nuceatum, S. mitis, S. mutans and S. 

sanguis (70). Triclosan-loaded PLGA nanoparticles have been preliminary in vivo 

studies in dogs with induced periodontal defects. The results revealed that triclosan 

released quickly from nanoparticles and penetrate through the junctional epithelium (71). 

  Chips/Films are matrix drug delivery devices comprising of drugs 

distributed throughout the polymer. The drugs are released by diffusion and/or matrix 

dissolution or erosion. Chips/Films could be placed in the cavity over the lining of the 

cheeks or the surface of the gums, or be cut/punched in appropriate sizes for insertion 

into pockets (Fig. 1.4d). Chips/Films composed of water-insoluble nondegradable 

polymers release drugs by only diffusion, whereas those made of soluble or 

biodegradable polymers release by diffusion and matrix erosion or dissolution. 

Chips/Films are less discomfort to the patient as compared to fibers, they present an 

easy insertion and appropriate sizing for suiting the pockets (72). Several natural and 
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synthetic biodegradable polymers have been used for this device. The films consisted 

of water-soluble polymer Eudragit S1 and non-water-soluble polymer Eudragit L1 for 

the delivery of clindamycin have been prepared. An in vitro release study revealed that 

insoluble films release the drug by diffusion and soluble films release the drug by 

dissolution of the carrier (73). The single-layer films made from PLGA micromatrices 

loaded with Ipriflavone into a Chitosan film were compared with multilayer films 

composed of Chitosan/PLGA/Chitosan (three layers). In vitro experiments have shown 

that composited micromatrix films are an appropriate dosage form for extending the 

release of Ipriflavone for 20 days (74). The distinguishing films made of poly (vinyl 

alcohol) (PVA) and carboxymethyl-chitosan (CMCS) were mixed by blending/casting 

methods and loaded with ornidazole as a delivery system for periodontitis drugs. The 

blended films were exhibited pH-responsive swelling, presented biocompatibility, and 

found to be good retention at the application site and retained high drug concentration 

at least for five days (75). 

  Besides these 4 devices, liposome systems are designed to mimic the 

bio-membranes in terms of structure and bio-behavior, and consequently are explored 

are a plan for focus on periodontal biofilms. Another is the use of low-dose antibiotics. 

The low-dose of the drug does not act to kill bacteria, but rather to change the way of 

body responds on over production of collagenase enzyme, causing the destruction of 

gum tissue (62). Nowadays, some commercial products of local drug delivery devices 

for periodontitis treatment are available in the market (Table 1.2.). 

 

Table 1.2  Marketed products for the treatment of periodontitis (58). 

Market name Dosage form Drug Manufacturer 

Actinide Nonbiodegradable fibers Tetracycline Alzacorn 

 

Actisite Nonbiodegradable fibers Tetracycline 

hydrochloride 

Alza Corporation 

 

Atridox Biodegradable mix of 

doxycycline gel and 

doxycycline hyclate 

powder in syringe 

Doxycycline Atrix labs 

Dentamycine Powder Minocycline Sunstar Corp 

Dentomcin  

 

Gel Minocycline 

hydrochloride 

dihydrate 

Henry Schein UK 

Holdings Ltd. 

Elyzol Gel Minocycline Dumex Pharma 

Elyzol  Gel Metronidazole Colgate-Palmolive 

(UK) Ltd 

Periochip  Chip Chlorhexidine 

gluconate 

Dexcel Pharma 

Technologies Ltd 

Periochip  Chip Chlorhexidine  Perioproducts Ltd 

Gluconate Insert Metronidazole Perioproducts Ltd 
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1.1.6 Doxycycline hyclate 

 

 

  Doxycycline is a broad-spectrum antibiotic drug in a group of 

tetracyclines and preferred to other tetracyclines in the treatment of specific infections 

because of its reliable absorption and its long half-life, which permits less frequent 

dosage (76).  Doxycycline exists in three forms: hydrochloride, monohydrate, and 

hyclate. In this study, doxycycline hyclate is expected to use as a model drug. 

Doxycycline hyclate is the hemiethanolate hemihydrate of doxycycline hydrochloride 

(Fig. 1.5). It exists as a yellow hygroscopic crystalline powder which is freely soluble 

in water (50 mg/ml). The molecular weight is 1025.89 g/mol with pKa: 3.5, 7.7, 9.5 (at 

20 °C). Unfortunately, it is a highly photosensitive drug (77). Doxycycline hyclate as a 

valuable agent in treating and managing many infectious diseases such as, skin, dental, 

respiratory, and urinary tract by inhibiting the bacterial protein synthesis due to the 

disruption of transfer RNA and messenger RNA at the ribosomal sites (78). 

  Various carriers have been reported as the delivery systems for 

doxycycline hyclate. PLGA (Lactic- co-glycolic acid) coated chitosan microspheres 

loaded with hydroxyapatite and doxycycline hyclate complex have been developed for 

periodontal drug delivery (79). Trimethylene carbonate/ϵ-caprolactone (TMC/CL) 

bioresorbable polymeric implants for controlled doxycycline hyclate release for 

periodontal treatment have been investigated (80). Doxycycline-loaded chitosan 

nanoparticles for improving drug delivery and efficacy in the treatment of bacterial 

uterine infections have been determined (81). A doxycycline-HP--CD inclusion 

complex in an in situ thermally sensitive poloxamer has been studied and it represents 

a potentially effective as ophthalmic delivery system (82). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.5 Chemical structure of Doxycycline hyclate (Product information: Sigma 

Aldrich, D9891) 
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1.1.7 Etidronate  

 

 

  Bisphosphonates (BP) are a category of drugs used to treat various bone 

diseases, such as osteoporosis, Paget’s disease, bone malignancy and other skeletal 

complications involving excessive bone loss (83). All BP drugs share a common P–C–P 

functional unit in their chemical structures, which is called the ‘geminal 

bisphosphonate’ unit. (83). Etidronate is well known as one of bisphosphonates (BP) 

derivatives, which is normally used in a salt form of Sodium etidronate (Etidronate 

disodium). The chemical structure of Etidronate acid is shown in Fig. 1.6a. It has three 

active binding sites, which allow ionic coordination to occur between Ca2+ in the 

hydroxyapatite and any of the oxygen atoms bonded to the BP or the -carbon moiety (84). 

While Disodium etidronate is an organic sodium salt produced by the substitution of 

two protons of Etidronate acid (Fig. 1.6b). 

 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 1.6  Chemical structures of  (a) Etidronate acid, (b) Etidronate disodium (Product 

information: TCI chemical, D4159) 

 

  Etidronate is a first-generation non-nitrogen containing bisphosphonate 

that intracellularly metabolized into ATP analogues. These metabolites inhibit 

osteoclastic resorption (osteoclasts apoptosis) and decreases bone turnover process (83, 85). 

Etidronate is considered a weaker anti-resorptive agent than the other bisphosphonates 

(clodronate, alendronate and risedronate) (86). Generally, the bioavailability of 

bisphosphonates (intestinal absorption) is low (less than 1 to 10%) both in animals and 

in humans, probably because of low lipophilicity and high negative charge (84). The 

most common adverse effects associated with bisphosphonates are renal toxicity, acute-

phase reactions, gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity, and osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ)(87). 

The incidence of these adverse events varies significantly between bisphosphonates. 

The oral formulations of etidronate produce remarkably few upper GI adverse and 

common diarrhea.  Administration of etidronate by intravenous route for the treatment 

of malignant hypercalcaemia cause of renal toxicity were reported (85). 

  Therefore, local delivery of etidronate to the site of application could 

enhance their bioavailability and reduce adverse effects. Various approaches such as 

liposome, nanoparticle, and microparticles could be developed for etidronate local 

delivery system.  
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1.2 Background and rationale  

 

 

  As refer to literature review, application of hydrogels as drug delivery 

systems, especially for thermo-responsive hydrogels is attractive to use as injectable in 

situ drug delivery. The systems are solution at or below ambient temperature and then 

become gel at body temperature by in vivo/ in situ injection. The injectable 

thermosensitive hydrogel systems exhibit many advantages, such as enhanced 

solubility of hydrophobic drugs, enhanced safety (no organic solvents, no toxic 

initiators, and less systemic toxicity), simple drug formulation and administration, 

without surgery procedure, sustained release behavior, site-specificity, and delivery of 

various types of drugs (hydrophilic drugs, hydrophobic drugs, peptides, proteins, 

nucleic acid) (88). Therefore, in situ administration of drugs assisted by injectable 

thermo-responsive is an interesting route for local drug delivery. 

  Polymers are an important role on the characteristics and biological 

activities of thermo-responsive hydrogels. Pluronic F127 is a triblock copolymer 

demonstrating the thermo-responsive behavior. In aqueous solution Pluronic F127 at 

constant concentrations can form gels at reaching critical micelle temperature (or CMT) 

at above 25C. While, it also forms to gel at concentration reaching to critical micelle 

concentration (or CMC) at concentrations above 15% w/w, depending on temperature (46).  

It provides an excellent drug delivery system for a number of routes of administration 

and is compatible with many different substances (41). On the other hand, Pluronic 

F127 has several drawbacks, such as poor gel durability, weak mechanical strength, and 

rapid drug release, toxic to the cells on (MC3T3-E1 and C2C12) high concentrations 

about 20% w/w (38, 88). Thus, Pluronic F127 based grafted polymers and blended with 

other polymers are the common approach to circumvent the above issues.  

  Blending Pluronic F127 with some polymers or biopolymers can reduce 

toxicity itself like a chitosan and carrageenan able to sustained release of drug (89, 90).  

Interestingly, there have found that combination of Pluronic F127 and methylcellulose, 

could not only sustained release but also reduced toxicity of drug as comparison with 

free drug (38, 39).  

  Methylcellulose is a thermo-responsive gel that form gel upon heating 

and return to sol upon cooling. Methylcellulose based hydrogel provide many 

advantages such as nontoxic, reduce toxicity in normal cells, and also enhance local 

drug concentration at target site but it from gel at high temperature at above 50C. 

Therefore, gelation temperature of methylcellulose should close to body temperature. 

  In 2016, our research group investigated EDS-loaded thermo-responsive 

hydrogel composed of various concentrations of Pluronic F127 (12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 

%w/w) and a constant concentration of methyl cellulose (4% w/w): 12PF/MC, 

14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC. The results were found that the blends 

could reduce the toxicity of Pluronic F127 as compared to their corresponding dose. In 
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addition, these hydrogels could sustain drug delivery for osteogenesis applications. 

Nevertheless, hydrogel characteristics and gel formation mechanisms should be 

additionally studied. 

  Therefore, thermo-responsive hydrogels of Pluronic F127 and 

methylcellulose were investigated their sol-gel characteristics and gel formation 

mechanisms in this work. Moreover, thermo-responsive hydrogels were examined the 

efficient for periodontitis drug delivery system. Furthermore, structural characterization 

of Pluronic F127, Methylcellulose, and their blends were employed by Small-Angle 

X-ray Scattering (SAXS). 

 

 

1.3 Objectives 

 

 The objectives of this study were: 

 

1. To prepare the polymeric thermo-responsive hydrogels consisting of Pluronic 

F127 (PF) and Methylcellulose (MC) for drug delivery systems. 

2. To investigate the thermo-responsive characteristics of prepared hydrogels. 

3. To select the optimize hydrogels for investigation as in situ periodontitis drug 

delivery system. 

4. To determine the structural characteristic of Pluronic F127, Methylcellulose 

and their blends by Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

FOR PLURONIC F127, METHYLCELLULOSE AND THEIR BLENDS 

 

 

  This chapter aims to discuss about preparation and characterizations of 

thermo-responsive hydrogels containing various concentrations of pluronic F127 (PF) 

and 4% w/w methylcellulose (MC).  

 

 

2.1  Hydrogels preparation 

 

 

 Different concentration of PF solution ranging from 12, 14, 16, 18, and 

20% w/w were prepared by dispersing the accurate amount of PF powder in cold water 

on ice bath under stirring condition for 30 min or until its powder completely dissolved 

and transparent solution was obtained. These solutions were referred as 12PF, 14PF, 

16PF, 18PF, and 20PF, respectively. All were placed in refrigerator at least 24 hours 

for ensuring complete solubilization (38).  

 4% w/w MC solution (MC) was prepared by dispersing the required 

amount of MC powder in hot water (about 70C) with vigorous stirring. After complete 

dispersion, the temperature of the mixture was reduced on ice bath with continuous 

stirring until clear solution appeared. Then it was kept in refrigerator at least 24 hours 

to ensure completely homogenous (11). 

 The blends were prepared by dispersing the precise quantity of PF 

powder (12, 14, 16, 18, and 20% w/w PF) in cold MC solution (which has been prepared 

at least 24 hours as mentioned above) on ice bath under stirring for 30 min or until clear 

mixture was observed. These blends were denoted as 12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 

18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC, respectively. All PF/MC blends were refrigerated until 

thoroughly dissolved least 24 hours.  

 The blends loaded drug were performed by dissolving the accurate 

quantity of EDS powder in each PF/MC blends, which was mixed sequentially as 

described above. All the blends were further stirred and then cooled until clear solutions 

were monitored. The final concentration of EDS in all blends was 4×10-3M (38). 

Samples were mentioned as 12PF/MC/EDS, 14PF/MC/EDS, 16PF/MC/EDS, 

18PF/MC/EDS, and 20PF/MC/EDS, respectively.  

  Before testing, all sample were cooled and maintained in solution state. 

MC solution were clear faint yellow. Each PF solution was transparent watery. PF/MC 
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blends were clear faint yellow. Each PF/MC/EDS was also presented clear faint yellow 

fluid. These showed that the appearance of PF/MC systems was not disturbed by EDS. 

 

 

2.2 Gelation temperature analysis  

 

 

  Test tube inversion method (TTM) was conducted for finding estimate 

the gelation temperature and qualitative analysis of the transition from clear gel to 

turbid gel. Samples were heated at temperature ranging from 16 C to 70 C and 

allowed to equilibrate for 20 min after each increment. Effect of heating on gelation of 

various PF concentrations are shown in Fig. 2.1. Based on TTM investigations, all 

concentrations of PF maintained clear solution state at 4 C. As period of heating time, 

12PF and 14PF were not formed gel at every time points. After heating at a rate 1C/ 

min, 16PF, 18PF and 20PF formed clear hard gel about 30, 26, and 22 C, respectively. 

There were observed that 16PF, 18PF and 20PF sustained clear hard gel at temperature 

during 30-70 C, including at body temperature (37 C). After equilibrated for 20 min, 

16PF was turned to soft clear gel at temperature about 60 C. Then, clear soft gel of 

16PF was changed to viscous solution at 70 C. This transition from gel to sol were not 

observed in 18PF and 20PF. This transformation was predicted that 18PF and 20PF 

were stronger gel than 16PF at high temperature. This result has been agreed with 

previous report that PF able to form gel at concentration greater than or equal to 15% 

w/w (46) and PF gels were transparent above 100 C (91). 

  During heating at a rate 1C/ min, MC changed behavior from clear 

solution (16-41 C) to turbid soft gel (42-49 C) and became turbid hard gel at high 

temperature (50-70 C). Gelation temperature of MC was found about 50 C. As shown 

in Fig. 2.2, MC were clear solution at 25 C and 37 C. Turbid hard gel was seen at 50, 

60, 70 C, respectively.  This result is normally phenomenon in aqueous solution of 

MC that is soluble at lower critical solution temperature (LCST) and becomes gel at 

high temperature. Gelation process of MC are two steps, the first step is pre-gel (clear 

loose gel/ soft gel) occurring by hydrophobic interaction between highly methylated 

glucose zones, and the second step, is a phase separation appearing at temperatures 60 

°C with formation of a turbid strong gel (53). Turbidity of MC and their blends were 

examined in next subtopic. 

  At low concentrations of PF (12PF and 14PF) did not form gel, but 

blending with MC, the blended (12PF/MC and 14PF/MC) were able to form gel. 

Gelation temperature of 12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC 

were about 26, 23, 21, 20, and 18 C, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.2, after samples 

were equilibrated at 25C for 20 min, 12PF/MC was high viscous liquid. 14PF/MC, 

16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC were slightly turbid gel depending on increasing 
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of PF concentrations. At body temperature (37 C), MC did not produce gel, 

nevertheless, their blends (12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC) 

became turbid hard gel. At the temperature reaching to 50 C, MC and their blends were 

turbid hard gel, especially for MC which was cloudiness than others. These blended 

gels were undeformed although temperature rising to 70 C.  

  Gelation temperature of 12PF/MC/EDS, 14PF/MC/EDS, 16PF/MC/EDS, 

18PF/MC/EDS, and 20PF/MC/EDS were about 26, 23, 21, 20, and 18 C, respectively, that 

are similar to those corresponding systems without EDS. Effect of heating on gelation of 

PF/MC/EDS blends are shown in Fig. 2.3.  

 

Temp 

(±0.2 C) 
12PF 14PF 16PF 18PF 20PF 

4 

     

25 

     

37 

     

50 

     

60 

     

70 

     

Fig. 2.1  Effects of heating on gelling and visible turbidity of various PF concentrations 

after heating over different time points.  
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Temp 

(±0.2 C) 
MC 12PF/MC 14PF/MC 16PF/MC 18PF/MC 20PF/MC 

4 
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50 

      

60 

      

70 

      

Fig. 2.2  Effects of heating on gelling and visible turbidity of PF/MC at various PF 

concentrations after heating over different time points. 
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Temp 

(±0.2C) 

MC/ 
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12PF/MC/ 

EDS 

14PF/MC/ 

EDS 

16PF/MC/ 

EDS 

18PF/MC/ 

EDS 

20PF/MC/ 

EDS 
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50 

      

60 

      

70 

      

Fig. 2.3  Effects of heating on gelling and visible turbidity of PF/MC/EDS at various 

PF concentrations after heating over different time points. 
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2.3  Turbidity measurement 

 

 

  The turbidity appearance or cloud point of thermo-responsive polymer 

in aqueous can be monitored by visual observation. However, slight changing may not 

be detected by visual observation with the naked eye. UV-Vis spectroscopic approach 

was used in this study for viewing the different turbidity in each sample. The 

absorbance of MC was measured at 500 nm that has been previously reported (92).  

  Fig. 2.4a shows UV-Vis absorbance at 500 nm of MC and PF/MC blends 

system during heating from 20-70 C at a rate of 1C/min. During heating, MC 

gradually became turbid at temperature 45-55 C. Then, absorbance was climbing to 

the highest turbidity at 70 C.   

  The clear solutions of PF/MC slowly became turbid with the increasing 

temperature and turbidity was increased with PF dependance concentrations. 12PF/MC 

and 14PF/MC turned turbid about 40 C. The 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC 

blends were found turbid about 30, 26, and 20 C, respectively. At high temperature, 

these turbid temperatures of PF/MC blends are lower than that of MC alone (Fig.2.4a) 

  The turbidness of MC/EDS and PF/MC/EDS blends were found to be in 

the same direction as MC and PF/MC blends (Fig. 2.4b). These revealed that EDS did 

not disturbed turbidity mechanism of MC and PF/MC co-solutions.  

  These absorbance at 500nm were found that turbidity decreased 

accordingly as the PF concentrations decreased. Effect of additives on the cloud points 

of aqueous solutions of PF has been previously investigated (93). Commonly, additives 

that increase hydrophilicity may increase the temperature of clouding, while additives 

that increase hydrophobicity of the system decrease the cloud point (93, 94). 

Consequently, the turbidity may be caused by the effect of MC on the PF system. For 

PF/MC mixtures, the clouding phenomenon may be mentioned to the capable 

dehydration of PEO moiety or hydrophilic moieties of micelles by MC. Micelles 

structure of PF attract or link each other and form inter-micellar bridges or micellar 

cluster with the approach of the cloud point as previously described (95). As shown in 

heating process (Fig. 2.4), clouding temperatures of PF/MC decreased as the 

concentration of PF increased. This may result from the higher attractive interaction of 

micelles with high amounts of PF. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 2.4  UV-vis absorbance at 500 nm versus temperature of (a) MC and PF/MC at 

various concentrations of PF, (b) MC/EDS and PF/MC/EDS at various concentrations 

of PF during heating from 20-70 C at a rate of 1 C/min. 
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2.4 Micellization and gelation analysis 

 

 

  DSC was employed to investigate CMT and heat of micellization (ΔH) 

of PF solutions and PF/MC co-solutions during heating. The endothermic peak is 

considered as an indicator for the existence of micellization, with the peak onset and 

offset temperatures corresponding to the start and end of the process. Increasing either 

temperature or concentration of PF increased micellization (96).  

  Thermograms of various concentrations of PF, MC, and PF/MC are 

shown in Fig. 2.5. The solutions of 12PF, 14PF, 16PF, 18PF and 20PF showed 

endothermic peaks that were consistent for micellization at 19.8, 17.8, 17.4, 15.9 and 

15.0 °C, respectively, during heating (Fig. 2.5a). The endothermic peaks shifted to 

lower temperatures in the presence of MC (Fig. 2.5b): the endothermic peaks for 

12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC and 20PF/MC were detected at 17.2, 16.5, 

15.3, 13.0 and 11.5 °C, respectively. In addition, the endothermic peaks were not 

significantly changed in PF/MC co-solutions with EDS (Fig. 2.5c): the endothermic 

peaks for 12PF/MC/EDS, 14PF/MC/EDS, 16PF/MC/EDS, 18PF/MC/EDS and 

20PF/MC/EDS were detected at 17.2, 17.0, 15.3, 13.6 and 11.6 °C, respectively. At this 

micellization temperature range, no peak was detected for EDS, MC solution and 

MC/EDS solution since the gelation mechanism of EDS and MC does not involve 

micellization. These indicated that micellization process of MC and PF/MC co-

solutions were not interfere by EDS. 

  The endothermic peak is defined to the dehydration of PPO blocks 

which consecutively lead to micelle formation. The area under the endothermic peak 

(ΔH) is proportional to the amount of formed micelle (96). The enthalpy of 

micellization (ΔH) increased with the increase in PF concentrations (Figs. 2.5a and 2.6). 

These results are in accordance with previous findings which asserted that ΔH was 

proportional to the concentration of PF (96, 97). However, ΔH of the mixtures of 

PF/MC was lower than that of the corresponding PF concentration without MC (Figs. 

2.5b-c and 2.6). This can be regarded as an indication of the involvement of MC on 

self-assembly and micellization of PF. The decrease in ΔH is suggestive of a reduction 

in the energy consumed for PPO dehydration (98). MC may enhance the dehydration 

of PPO and consequently lower the micellization temperature and ΔH of the PF/MC 

blends, which is not the case for their pure PF counterparts. In general, the appearance 

of endothermic peak may indicate the formation of micelles but cannot predict whether 

the system will be able to form gel. For the neat PF, the sol-to-gel transition was 

considered to occur when the micelle density attained a definite value, resulting in close 

packing of the micelles into an ordered structure with the PPO cores connected by PEO 

strands of the copolymer (96). When MC is present, its interaction with PF and the 

reduction of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the PEO moiety of PF and 

water may increase the connection between micelles. This may result in the sol-to-gel 
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transition and gel formation of the system even at the low concentrations of PF (12PF 

and 14PF), which would typically not form gel. 

  MC, various concentrations of PF and their blends including the blends 

present EDS were investigated by TTM, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and DSC. These three 

methods showed clearly that EDS (4×10-3M) did not disturb their characteristics. 

Therefore, the blends present EDS were not mentioned for next studies in this chapter. 

  

 

(a)  

 
 

 

(b) (c) 

  
Fig. 2.5  DSC thermograms of (a) various concentrations of PF, (b) MC and PF/MC, 

and (c) EDS, MC/EDS, and PF/MC/EDS during heating at a rate of 1 C/min. 
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Fig. 2.6 Enthalpy of PF solution and the blends of MC and different concentrations 

of PF during heating ramps. 

 

 

2.5 Rheological measurement 

 

 

  The sol-to-gel transition of PF and PF/MC was further investigated by 

comparing their viscoelasticities as a function of temperature. Viscoelastic moduli, 

storage modulus (Gʹ) and loss modulus (Gʺ) of the aqueous solutions of MC, 12PF, 

14PF, 16PF, 18PF and 20PF upon heating are shown in Fig. 2.7.  

  Rheogram of MC solution (4% w/w) shows in Fig. 2.7a. MC with G''> G' 

was initially observed at low temperature lower than 46 C, remained as liquid-like 

state. Then, G′ and G″ increased abruptly with crossover at 46.4 °C, which 

demonstrated that MC was change from liquid-like state (solution) to a solid-like state 

(gel). The cross over point (G″=G′) was demonstrated as sol-to-gel transition 

temperature of sample. Lastly, G″G′ was observed at high temperature above than 46 

C. MC at low temperature has liquid-like state due to hydrophobic effective unit 

association. During heating, hydrophobic association progressively occurs, the gel is 

formed (54). This study found two-step gelation mechanism dependent on heating of 

MC which was similar to previous reported (54).  

  For the aqueous solutions of 12PF and 14PF (Fig. 2.7b-c), Gʺ was higher 

than G′ at all temperature range of this study (5–70 °C), indicating that 12PF and 14PF 

were in a liquid state. The effect of temperature on G′ and G″ for the 16PF, 18PF and 

20PF aqueous solutions in early step are the same as described for 12PF and 14PF: G′ 

remained constant, the gradual increase of G″ with increase in temperature may be 

caused by the molecular motions occurring in the systems from micelle formation (99). 

These PF remained as liquid (G″>G′). Subsequently, G′ and G″ increased sharply with 

crossover at 29.5, 25.1 and 21.2 °C, respectively, for 16PF, 18PF and 20PF (Fig. 2.7d-f). 
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This sharp increase of both moduli corresponds to the sol-to-gel transition as micelles 

start to contact each other to form an ordered structure and inter-micellar entanglements 

as previously described (95). The crossover point is generally considered as the gel 

point, and it decreased with increase in PF concentrations. After crossover point, Gʹ 

was larger than Gʺ and both moduli reached their individual plateaus. Thus, these 

systems are in a solid-like state. 

  For 12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC and 20PF/MC, both Gʹ 

and Gʺ increased together before reaching the crossover points as shown in Fig. 2.8a-e. 

At first step, G′ was smaller than G″. Next, increase of both Gʹ and Gʺ was observed 

due to range of micelle formation (based on DSC measurements). The increase of both 

G′ and G″ at this temperature range may be caused by the formation of the free PF 

micelles in coexistence with the PF micelles with attached MC as well as an increase 

in the number of micelles. This phenomenon was also observed in the mixture systems 

of PF and poly (acrylic acid) (100). MC can promote network formation or increase 

interface bonding during micelle formation as previously described (99, 101). 

Nevertheless, the PF/MC systems at this temperature range exist as solutions as G″ > G′. 

However, all systems can turn to gel as G′ is larger than G″ with increase in temperature. 

The sol-to-gel temperatures for 12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC and 

20PF/MC were observed at 30.8, 24.6, 22.2, 20.3 and 18.2 °C, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c)  (d)  

  
(e)  (f)  

  

Fig. 2.7 Storage modulus G′ (closed symbols), loss modulus G″ (open symbols) as a 

function of temperature of MC (a), and PF at various concentration: (b) 12PF, (c) 14PF, 

(d) 16PF, (e) 18PF, and (f) 20PF. Samples were heated at a rate of 1 °C/min.  
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(a)  

 

 

(b)  (c)  

  
(d)  (e)  

  

Fig. 2.8 Storage modulus G′ (closed symbols), loss modulus G″ (open symbols) as a 

function of temperature of (a) 12PF/MC, (b) 14PF/MC, (c) 16PF/MC, (d) 18PF/MC, 

and (e) 20PF/MC. Samples were heated at a rate of 1 °C/min. 
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2.6  Viscosity measurement 

 

 

  Viscosity measurement is a method to verify gelation strength of 

thermo-sensitive hydrogels. The gelation behavior of PF and PF/MC was also examined 

by measuring viscosity as a function of temperature.  

  The effect of temperature on the viscosity of the samples is shown in 

Fig. 2.9. Viscosity of MC at low temperature was higher than that of 16PF, 18PF and 

20PF solutions. In addition, the viscosities of PF/MC co-solutions were much higher 

than those of their corresponding concentration of pure PF solutions. Also, the viscosity 

of PF/MC gels was slightly higher than those of their corresponding concentration of 

pure PF. Furthermore, the sharp increase in the viscosity of PF/MC appeared at much 

lower temperature than that of the corresponding concentration of the pure PF and was 

consistent with the sol-to-gel transition temperatures from viscoelastic investigations in 

this study. 

  The solution viscosity of all samples decreased slightly at low 

temperature (5-12 °C) due to shrinkage of coil size or dehydration of the unimers (the 

dominant species), especially PPO blocks as previously described (102-104). Further 

increase in temperature resulted in micelle formation as the PPO blocks tended to be 

even more hydrophobic. The sharp increase in viscosity around the sol-to-gel transition 

temperature of PF was previously described as lower Tgel (LTgel) by Li and Hyun (105) 

and was also observed in this study. When the temperature was further increased, the 

viscosity plateaued and then declined. The temperature at this point is referred to as the 

upper Tgel (UTgel) (105). In this study, the sol-to-gel transition was determined by the 

crossover point (G′=G″) which is relatively close to LTgel for the neat PF solutions (Fig.  

2.10). For the mixture of PF/MC, the LTgel determined by viscosity was slightly lower 

than the sol-to-gel transition temperature where G′=G″ (Fig. 2.11). This may be due to 

the increase in viscosity of the solutions resulting from the influence of MC. However, 

as the concentration of PF in the blend increased, the LTgel of PF/MC mixtures was 

closer to the crossover temperature of G′ and G″. 

  The viscosity after UTgel began to drop on further heating, refecting the 

breaking down of networks and phase separation (105-107). The temperatures between 

LTgel and UTgel yielded a hard gel state as previously described (105) . Li and Hyun 

reported that when temperatures were lower than LTgel and higher than UTgel, the neat 

PF systems were turned in the sol state (105). In this study, when temperatures were 

higher than UTgel, the PF and PF/MC systems were not in a sol state but transformed 

into weaker gels (G′>G″) (Figs 2.10 and 2.11). As shown in Fig. 2.9, LTgel of PF and 

PF/MC decreased with increase in PF concentrations, and UTgel increased with increase 

in PF concentrations. The UTgel of 20PF and 20PF/MC (high PF concentrations) was 

not observed because the temperature range of this study was not high enough to detect 

their UTgel. The UTgel of 20PF was previously reported to be about 75 °C (105). 
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Fig. 2.9 Viscosity as a function of temperature upon heating at a rate of 1.0°C/min of 

MC, 16PF, 18PF and 20PF and the mixtures of MC and various concentrations of PF. 

 

(a)  

 

 

(b) (c) 

  

Fig. 2.10  Storage modulus G′ (closed symbols), loss modulus G″ (open symbols) and 

viscosity as a function of temperature of (a)16PF, (b)18PF, and (c) 20PF.   
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(a)  

 

 

(b)  (c)  

 
 

(d)  (e)  

  

Fig. 2.11 Storage modulus G′ (closed symbols), loss modulus G″ (open symbols) and 

viscosity as a function of temperature of (a) 12PF/MC, (b) 14PF/MC, (c) 16PF/MC, (d) 

18PF/MC, and (e) 20PF/MC 
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2.7  Summary 

 

  MC, various concentrations of PF (12PF, 14PF, 16PF, 18PF, and 20PF) 

and their blends (12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC) including 

the blends present EDS were investigated. TTM, turbidity, DSC and rheological 

analyses were systematically performed to determine the temperature-induced 

micellization and gelation of PF/MC systems. The clouding phenomenon observed in 

the PF/MC blends may reflect the efficient dehydration of PEO moiety of the micelles 

by MC. The CMT and the enthalpy of micellization were reduced by including MC into 

PF. The sol-to-gel temperature can be modulated and decreased by increasing PF 

concentrations.  

The mixtures of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC were in sol state near ambient 

temperature of (24 °C) and developed in situ gels at body temperature (37 °C). These 

mixtures were found to be suitable as injectable implant matrices. These mixtures were 

selected for further investigation in next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

FOR PLURONIC F127/METHYLCELLULOSE/DOXYCYCLINE 

 

 

 This chapter aims to investigate the pluronic F127 and methylcellulose blends 

of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC. Both blends were suitable as injectable implant matrices 

that exhibited a solution state at ambient temperature and gelation at the physiological 

temperature. Mucoadhesive property and biocompatibility of selected blends were 

initially demonstrated. Then, doxycycline hyclate (DX), a model drug for treatment 

periodontitis were incorporated in both matrices. Finally, their gelation properties and 

antimicrobial activity of PF/MC containing DX were evaluated. 

 

 

3.1 Samples preparation 

 

 

 MC (4% w/w), 12PF, 14 PF, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC were prepared following 

method that previous explained in chapter 1. 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC comprising DX 

were prepared by dispersing DX powder into homogenous 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC on 

ice bath with continuous vigorously stirring to obtained final concentrations of DX at 

0.25 and 0.5% w/w, respectively. All blends were further stirred and then cooled until 

clear yellowish solutions were observed. These separately blends were name as 

12PF/MC/0.25DX, 12PF/MC/0.5DX, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 14PF/MC/0.5DX, 

respectively. All samples were stored in refrigerator prior to further examine.  

 For mucoadhesive investigation, appropriate amount of mucin powder was 

dispersed in Milli-Q water or the PF/MC solutions to obtain 10% w/w of mucin in 

water, 12PF/MC or 14PF/MC. All samples were kept in the refrigerator at 4 °C. These 

samples were evaluated within 2 days of preparation. 

 

 

3.2 Gelation temperature analysis  

 

 

  Test tube inversion method (TTM) was explored for finding estimate the 

gelation temperature and qualitative analysis of the transition from clear gel to turbid 

gel. Samples were heated at temperature ranging from 20 C to 70 C and allowed to 

equilibrate for 20 min after each increment. Effect of heating on gelation of 12PF/MC 

and 14PF/MC containing DX are shown in Fig. 3.1.  
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  After finished preparation, PF/MC blends containing DX were clear 

yellowish solution (4 °C). The yellowish color was increased depending on increasing 

of DX. Based on TTM, gelation temperature of 12PF/MC, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

12PF/MC/0.5DX were 26, 30, and 30 °C, respectively. While gelation temperature of 

14PF/MC, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 14PF/MC/0.5DX were 23, 25, and 25 °C, 

respectively. This TTM result showed that DX influenced on gelation by delaying the 

gel formation temperature. After samples were equilibrated at 25 °C for 20 min, 

12PF/MC were high viscous solution (did not gel). 12PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

12PF/MC/0.5DX exhibited yellowish clear soft gel. In contrast, 14PF/MC were slightly 

turbid hard gel. 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 14PF/MC/0.5DX were yellowish slightly hard 

turbid gel. At body temperature (37 °C), all combination turned to yellowish turbid hard 

gel. At high temperature (50-70 °C), gel hardness of 12PF/MC, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

12PF/MC/0.5DX were decreased but remained gel. On the other hand, 14PF/MC, 

14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 14PF/MC/0.5DX were preserved strong gel and increased in 

turbidity. This study demonstrated that DX at concentration of 0.25 and 0.5% w/w 

increased gelation temperature of both blends (12PF/MC and 14PF/MC) and decreased 

gel strength of 12PF/MC blend. Nevertheless, required gelation temperature and gel 

strength were found at the range covering the body temperature. 

 

 

3.3 Mucoadhesive evaluation 

  

 

  Since 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC mixtures are sol near ambient 

temperature (about 24 °C), both mixtures were investigated as injectable implant 

matrices. Mucoadhesive behavior of both mixtures was investigated and compared to 

that of 12PF, 14PF and MC. The value of ΔGʹrelative is considered to be an indicative 

parameter of the mucoadhesive strength of different polymeric platforms (34, 108).  

  The ΔGʹrelative values of MC, 12PF, 14PF, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC are 

shown in Fig. 3.2. Based on the ΔGʹrelative values, MC demonstrated considerable 

mucoadhesive behavior, while the mucoadhesive property of 12PF and 14PF was 

relatively poor. Meanwhile, the mucoadhesive characteristics of PF correlated well with 

their concentrations (14PF > 12PF). These results are in general agreement with the 

property of both polymers reported in studies (109, 110). Methylcellulose has been 

recognized as a mucoadhesive polymer (109, 111).  In contrast, a major drawback of 

PF is its poor mucoadhesive strength (110). The ΔGʹrelative value of 14PF/MC is slightly 

higher than 12PF/MC. Both are significantly higher than their concentration of the pure 

PF (12PF and 14PF) (p<0.005), respectively. This may indicate that blending PF with 

MC improves the mucoadhesive property of PF-based thermosensitive gels. 
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Fig. 3.1  Macroscopic visual detection of 12PF/MC hydrogels containing 0.25 and 

0.5%DX, and 14PF/MC hydrogels containing 0.25 and 0.5%DX after heating over 

different time points.  
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Fig. 3.2 Relative rheological synergism (ΔGʹrelative) at an angular frequency of 6.28 

rad/s of MC, 12PF, 14PF, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC in 10% w/v mucin at 37 °C 

(mean±s.d, n = 3) 

 

 

3.4 Cytotoxicity assay 

 

 

  Cytotoxicity analysis was performed according to ISO 109903-5:2009 (E) 

using mouse fibroblast cell line (L929 cells). Cytotoxicity effect of 12PF/MC and 

14PF/MC hydrogels on L929 is shown in Fig. 3.3. Cell culture media as a negative 

control was presented cell viability at 100.00±1.40. 25% Ethanol as a positive control 

was very toxic to the cells (5.52±1.81%). Cell viability of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC 

hydrogels were 92.70±1.81 and 88.58±2.48, respectively. Both hydrogels showed cell 

viability significantly decreased (p0.05) compared to control. However, increasing of 

cell viability by more than 70% is generally considered a noncytotoxic effect following 

ISO 109903-5:2009 (E) -- Biological Evaluation of Medical Devices by MTT cytotoxicity 

test and other related publications (112-114). Thus, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels 

were noncytotoxic to L929 fibroblasts. This study demonstrated the biocompatibility 

of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC based hydrogels. 
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Fig. 3.3  Percentage of cell viability of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC (mean±s.d, n = 8) 

 

 

3.5 Rheological measurement 

   

 

 The sol-to-gel transition of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels: present and 

absent DX were investigated by comparing their viscoelasticities as a function of 

temperature.  Viscoelastic moduli, Gʹ and Gʺ of samples upon heating are shown in Fig. 

3.4. G′ was smaller than G″ at low temperature (5-16 °C). Then, the increase of both Gʹ 

and Gʺ was observed. This two-step occurred before crossover point and hydrogels 

exhibited liquid-like state (G′G″). The crossover point (G′=G″) was implied the sol-

to-gel transition temperature of samples upon heating. The sol-to-gel transition 

temperature of 12PF/MC, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, and 12PF/MC/0.5DX were 30.8, 34.5, 

and 34.6 °C, respectively (Fig. 3.4a-c). The sol-to-gel transition temperature of 

14PF/MC, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 14PF/MC/0.5DX were 24.6, 31.1, and 31.6 °C, 

respectively (Fig. 3.4d-f). These results were found that the sol-to-gel transition 

temperature of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC were lower than those containing DX. While 

12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels containing DX at different concentrations (0.25DX 

and 0.5DX) were not found changing in sol-to-gel transition temperature. Therefore, 

this finding was demonstrated that DX affected on gelation temperature of 12PF/MC 

and 14PF/MC based hydrogels by delaying gel forming temperature. Although, Dx 

delayed the gelation temperature of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels, these gelation 

temperatures were nearby the body temperature (37 °C). All hydrogels exhibited solid-

like state.  

 Viscosity of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels comprising different DX 

concentrations was concurrently investigated as also presented in Fig. 3.4. Viscosity of 
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all samples decreased slightly at low temperature (5-17 °C). The sharp increase in 

viscosity around the sol- to-gel transition lower Tgel (LTgel) were seen as same as in 

each sample. When the temperature was further increased, the viscosity of samples 

plateaued upon heating to 45 C excepted 12PF/MC/0.25DX and 12PF/MC/0.5DX. 

The viscosity upper Tgel (UTgel) of 12PF/MC/0.25DX and 12PF/MC/0.5DX were 

declined about 40 and 38 °C, respectively. These studies were revealed that DX at 

different concentrations (0.25DX and 0.5DX) interfered viscosity of 12PF/MC based 

hydrogel at temperature higher than 38 °C. In addition, viscosity of 12PF/MC present 

DX was decreased depending on increasing of DX concentrations.  

 

 

3.6 Viscosity measurement 

 

 

 Fig. 3.5. is showed viscosity of hydrogels upon heating from 5-45 C. Viscosity 

of all hydrogels were compared for prediction the gels strength which previously 

described that the temperatures between LTgel and UTgel yielded a hard gel state (105). 

As comparing hard gel by viscosity, 14PF/MC, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

14PF/MC/0.5DX were stronger gel than 12PF/MC, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

12PF/MC/0.5DX, respectively. In addition, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels were 

stronger gel than DX-loaded gels. The gel strength of 12PF/MC/0.5DX was weaker 

than 12PF/MC/0.25DX. These both weak hydrogels were different among DX-loaded 

hydrogels which observed after heating above 38 C. These studies discovered that 

gelation temperature and gel strength of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels were 

interfered by DX. Nevertheless, all tested hydrogels were solution at ambient 

temperature and turn to gel at body temperature. These polymeric matrices could be use 

as injectable drug delivery of DX. 
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(a) (d) 

  

(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

  

Fig. 3.4 Storage modulus G′ (closed symbols), loss modulus G″ (open symbols) as a 

function of temperature as well as viscosity of: (a) 12PF/MC, (b) 12PF/MC/0.25DX, 

(c) 12PF/MC/0.25DX, (d) 14PF/MC, (e) 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and (f) 14PF/MC/0.5DX, 

respectively. Samples were heated at a rate of 1 °C/min.  
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Fig. 3.5 Viscosity as a function of temperature upon heating at a rate of 1.0 °C/min of 

12PF/MC, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, 14PF/MC, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, and 

14PF/MC/0.5DX, respectively. 
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3.7  Antimicrobial activity analysis 

 

 

  Some of the notable drugs typically used in the management of 

periodontitis include tetracycline, DX, metronidazole and macrolides (115). The major 

causes of periodontitis are growth and accumulation of gram-negative anaerobes in the 

periodontal pockets including P. gingivalis, A. actinomycetemcomitans and P. 

intermedia. These anaerobic pathogens release toxins and enzymes which can stimulate 

inflammatory response causing the destruction of connective tissues around the teeth 

and alveolar bone (60). In addition, these pathogens are the most predominant 

etiological agents for periodontitis associated with the chronic and aggressive form of 

the disease (116). Therefore, these three pathogens were selected for investigating the 

activity of DX incorporated in 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC matrices compared to the pure 

drug. The photographs of inhibition zone of P. gingivalis, P. intermedia, and A. 

actinomycetemcomitans after treated with samples are presented in Fig. 3.6, 3.7, and 

3.8, respectively. Moreover, the diameter of the zone of inhibition against the three 

microbes exposed to 0.25DX, 0.5DX, 12PF/MC/0.25DX, 14PF/MC/0.25DX, 

12PF/MC/0.5DX and 14PF/MC/0.5DX is displayed in Fig. 3.9. The zone of inhibition 

diameter of 0.5DX was significantly greater than that of 0.25DX (p<0.05) against all 

microbes. The microbial susceptibility was in the order of A. actinomycetemcomitans 

> P. Intermedia > P. gingivalis. The zone of inhibition diameters of the DX-loaded 

hydrogels was not significantly different from the corresponding concentration of pure 

DX. There were no significant differences among the inhibition zones of 0.25DX, 

12PF/MC/0.25DX and 14PF/MC/0.25DX (p>0.05) as well as those of 0.5DX, 

12PF/MC/0.5DX and 14PF/MC/0.5DX (p>0.5) against all microbes. These findings 

indicate that the polymeric matrices did not inhibit the biological activity of the drug. 
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(a) Control blank  (b) 0.25DX solution  (c) 0.5DX solution 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) 12PF/MC  (e) 12PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (f) 12PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

(g) 14PF/MC  (h) 14PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (i) 14PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 Photograph shows inhibition zone of 0.25DX and 0.5DX solutions as well as 

both DX concentrations in the 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels on P. gingivalis 

(ATCC 53978).  
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(a) Control  (b) 0.25DX solution  (c) 0.5DX solution 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) 12PF/MC  (e) 12PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (f) 12PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

(g) 14PF/MC  (h) 14PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (i) 14PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 Photograph shows inhibition zone of 0.25DX and 0.5DX solutions as well as 

both DX concentrations in the 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels on P. intermedia 

(ATCC 25611). 
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(a) Control   (b) 0.25DX solution  (c) 0.5DX solution 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) 12PF/MC  (e) 12PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (f) 12PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

(g) 14PF/MC  (h) 14PF/MC/ 0.25DX  (i) 14PF/MC/ 0.5DX 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.8 Photograph shows inhibition zone of 0.25DX and 0.5DX solutions as well as 

both DX concentrations in the 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels on 

A.actinomycetemcomitans (ATCC 43718).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 3.9 Effect of 0.25DX and 0.5DX solutions as well as both DX concentrations in 

the 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels on inhibition zone of (a) P. gingivalis, (b) P. 

Intermedia, and (c) A. actinomycetemcomitans (mean±s.d., n = 3) 
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3.8  Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis 

 

  Morphology of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC incorporating 0.25%DX and 

0.5%DX was investigated. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of gel 

samples were performed at different magnifications (300x and 1000x) as shown in Fig. 

3.10a-b. The result was found that pore size of 12PF/MC was larger than 14PF/MC 

because of amount of PF in the blend of 12PF/MC less than 14PF/MC blend. Smooth 

shape of pore size was also observed in 14PF/MC blend. Moreover, pore size of 

12PF/MC and 14PF/MC loading 0.25%DX and 0.5%DX were found denser than their 

based. Decreasing in porosity was depending on concentration of DX. In addition, 

porosity of blends at high concentration of DX was more disorganized. This study may 

relate with the viscosity and gel strength of blends.    

 

 

 

(a) 300x (b) 1000x 

    

    

    

Fig. 3.10  SEM images at 37 C (gel state) of 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels 

containing 0.25 and 0.5%DX at different magnifications: (a) 300x and (b) 1000x. 
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3.9 In vitro drug release study  

 

 

 In vitro drug release of 0.25DX and 0.5DX from 12PF/MC and 

14PF/MC was investigated using dialysis membrane in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C. The in 

vitro release profile of 12PF/MC/0.25DX, 12PF/MC/0.5DX, 14PF/MC/0.25DX and 

14PF/MC/0.5DX is shown in Fig. 3.10. The 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC prolonged the 

release of DX. Comparatively, the drug was released faster from 12PF/MC than from 

14PF/MC. This may be due to the fact that the pore size of 12PF/MC was larger than 

that of 14PF/MC (Fig. 3.11). The higher amount of PF increased the compactness of 

the gel and slowed the release of DX. In addition, the viscosity at 37 °C of 12PF/MC 

was lower than that of 14PF/MC (Fig. 3.5). The greater the viscosity of the gel layer, 

the more resistant the gel layer is to diffusion, and the drug release is prolonged as 

previously described (117). This slow release in an extended period may have potential 

positive implications for the treatment of periodontitis.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.11 In vitro release of DX at 37 °C from 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC hydrogels 

containing 0.25 and 0.5%DX (mean ± s.d., n = 3) 
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3.10 Summary 

 

 Results in this chapter demonstrated that 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC 

blends exhibited mucoadhesive property and well biocompatible with fibroblasts. 

Besides, the incorporation of DX in 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends displayed gelation 

temperature and gel strength covering ambient and body temperature. In addition, the 

DX-loaded 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends revealed the same antibacterial activity as 

the pure drug solution. This indicated that both PF/MC matrices did not obstruct the 

antibacterial activity of the drug. The 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC exhibited slow release 

of DX. Taken together, these findings demonstrated that the appropriate mixtures of 

PF/MC are promising matrices for the development of efficient periodontal drug 

delivery system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

CHARACTERIZATION OF PLURONIC F127/METHYLCELLULOSE  

 

 

 This chapter explained the structural characteristics and gelation 

behaviors of PF/MC hydrogel blends by using macroscopic visual detection, small-

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and rheological measurement. 

 

 

4.1  Sample preparation  

 

 

   The PF solutions were prepared at concentrations of 11 and 17% (w/w) 

using a cold method as previously described (38). Briefly, an appropriate amount of PF 

was dissolved in Mill-Q water at 4 °C and refrigerated overnight to ensure that PF was 

entirely dissolved to obtain 11 and 17% (w/w) of PF (referred to as 11PF and 17PF, 

respectively). The required amount of methylcellulose was dispersed in hot water with 

vigorous stirring by magnetic stirrer. After the methylcellulose powder was completely 

dispersed, the remainder of the water was added to produce 4% w/w of methylcellulose 

and then cooled in an ice bath until a transparent solution was obtained (referred to as 

MC). The required amount of PF (11 g or 17 g) was dispersed in 50 mL of cold 

methylcellulose solution containing 4 g of methylcellulose. Subsequently, the cold 

water was added to each sample to produce a mixture with the final weight of 100 g. 

These 11 and 17% w/w of PF in 4% w/w of MC were referred to as 11PF/MC and 

17PF/MC, respectively. The resulting blend was mixed thoroughly and refrigerated 

until it was completely dissolved. For the samples containing EDS, the required amount 

of the drug to obtain the final concentration of 0.1% (w/w) was dispersed to the 

11PF/MC and 17PF/MC solutions and mixed until the drug was completely dissolved. 

These mixtures were referred to as 11PF/MC/EDS and 17PF/MC/EDS, respectively. 

 

 

4.2  Macroscopic visual detection 

 

 

  The gelation temperatures of the samples were visually detected using a TTM 

as previously described (34, 118-120). The samples were heated from 15 to 70 °C in a 

temperature-controlled water bath at an increment of 1 °C. The samples were allowed 

to equilibrate for 25 min after each increase in temperature. Phase transition was 
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evaluated by tilting the tube after the incubation period. The temperature at which the 

samples became solid but slightly flowed at the surface when tilting the tube was 

recorded as gelation temperature of a soft gel (119). With further heating, the 

temperature at which samples did not flow was recorded as a transition temperature of 

a hard or strong gel (119).  

   All samples were clear solution at 4 °C. During heating at a rate 

1°C/min, the low concentration of 11PF were solution under heating condition. 

Gelation temperature of 17PF were detected as clear strong gel at 27 °C. After 

equilibrating for 25 min, mixing of 11PF with MC (11PF/MC) was exhibited the gel-

like characteristic. 11PF/MC was slightly turbid soft gel at 27 °C and became turbid 

strong gel at 32 °C. 17PF/MC was clear soft gel at 23 °C and turned clear hard gel at 

27 °C. Gelation temperature of 11PF/MC/EDS and 17PF/MC/EDS were found as same 

as those corresponding blends without EDS. The macroscopic visual detection by TTM 

of samples during heating from 15 to 70 °C are shown in Fig. 4.1. At 25 °C, 17PF, and 

11PF/MC were remained solution. As temperature rising to 37 °C, all blends were 

turbid strong gel. Blended hydrogels turned turbid gel depending on increasing 

temperature. This study was found that blending PF with MC (11PF/MC and 17PF/MC) 

were provided strong gel during heating at high temperature (70 °C) by visual 

investigation.  

 

Temp  

(±2 C) 
17PF 11PF/MC 17PF/MC 11PF/MC/EDS 17PF/MC/EDS 

4 

     

25 

     

37 

     

40 

     

55 

     

70 

     

Fig. 4.1 The macroscopic visual detection by TTM of hydrogel samples during heating 

from 15 to 70 °C.  
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4.3  Rheological measurements 

 

 

  Generally, the gelation of methylcellulose occurred in two steps during 

heating. The first step is a clear soft gel, and the second step is a turbid hard (strong) 

gel. The temperature dependence of dynamic moduli, Gʹ (elastic modulus) and Gʺ 

(viscous modulus) during heating from 5 to 70 °C at the rate of 1 °C/min of MC, is 

shown in Fig. 4.2a.  

  MC solution behaved as a viscoelastic fluid with Gʺ > Gʹ at low 

temperatures. Based on TTM and rheological property which showed Gʹ > Gʺ, a clear 

soft gel was found at 45–50 °C due to progressive chain association of a few chains of 

highly methylated zones which is the most hydrophobic zones (54). Over 50 °C, a turbid 

gel was formed due to phase separation. Turbidity increased strongly with a fully turbid 

gel at about 55 °C. PF (a PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymer) in aqueous solutions can 

self-assemble into micelles above the critical micelle temperature (CMT) or the critical 

micelle concentration (CMC) (121). Increasing the temperature of PF solution caused 

the reducing aqueous solubility of relatively hydrophobic (PPO) segments and initiated 

micelle formation with relatively hydrophobic PPO cores and relatively hydrophilic 

PEO coronas (shells) (122). This core–shell structure is known as a micelle. The 

formation of micelles strongly depends on temperature and concentration. PF 

underwent a transition from sol-to-gel with increasing temperature through three 

different stages: sol, soft gel and strong gel. In general, the transition from sol-to-soft 

gel occurred when micelle density reached a certain value and produced a sufficient 

ordered structure to trigger the characteristic rheological effect (123-125), or soft gel 

corresponded to a defective version of hard gel as previously described (126). As 

previously explained, soft gel was identified between micellar liquid and hard gel (solid 

crystal phase). Soft gel was characterized by Gʹ > Gʺ and both increased rapidly, and 

Gʹ was relatively small compared to Gʺ, but in sol, Gʺ > Gʹ and both were much smaller. 

For strong gel, Gʹ > Gʺ and both Gʹ and Gʺ are large and immobility of the solution in 

the TTM test. For 11PF, the Gʹ values were always lower than Gʺ values (Fig. 4.3a), 

demonstrating that this low concentration could not form a gel at any temperature. This 

is consistent with previous reports that CGC (critical gelation concentration) of PF is 

about 16% w/w (38, 121). For 17PF, at the beginning of heating, both Gʹ and Gʺ were 

very small and Gʺ > Gʹ (Fig. 4.2b), and the system was in a sol state. The interaction of 

the PEO blocks on the micelle corona with water became less favorable upon heating. 

Further increasing temperature, both Gʹ and Gʺ increase rapidly, and a crossover of Gʹ 

and Gʺ appeared at 25 °C, and this crossover point was defined as the rheological gel 

temperature. Based on TTM, a clear soft gel was formed at about 26–27 °C. After about 

27 °C, strong gel was detected by viscoelastic analysis (Fig. 4.2b) and also recognized 

by immobility in TTM. This is further discussed with the SAXS analysis. 

   In general, PF gel in aqueous solution is a clear gel (127) ; in this study, 

soft and strong gels of 17PF were clear, but the PF solutions could become turbid to the 
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eyes when blending with methylcellulose (11PF/MC and 17PF/MC). Although 11PF 

could not form gel, 11PF/MC solution turned to gel as shown in Fig. 4.2c. The crossover 

of Gʹ and Gʺ was detected at 26.5 °C. After the crossover, Gʹ > Gʺ was shown, based 

on TTM, a soft gel was detected between 27 and 31 °C. Further increasing the 

temperature, a strong gel was detected (immobility in TTM test). Both 11PF/MC soft 

and strong gels were turbid, and turbidity increased with increasing temperature. 

   The temperature dependence of dynamic modulus for 17PF and 

17PF/MC systems was comparable as shown in Fig. 4.2b, d, respectively. Nevertheless, 

the effect of adding MC was to move the onset of gel formation to a lower temperature; 

gelation temperature was 22 °C for 17PF/MC but 25 °C for 17PF. At the crossover 

temperature (22 °C to about 24 °C), 17PF/MC developed a clear soft gel. Clear strong 

gel was detected from 24 to 27 °C, and over 27 °C the turbid strong gel was developed. 

Viscoelastic behaviors of 17PF, 11PF/MC and 17PF/MC in the presence of EDS were 

comparable to those corresponding systems without EDS as shown in Figs. 4.3b-d. In 

addition, characteristics of 17PF/EDS, 11PF/MC/EDS and 17PF/MC/EDS are similar 

to those of the neat PF/MC blends when tested by TTM experiments. This indicated 

that EDS did not change the sol-to-gel transitions of PF and PF/MC systems. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 Temperature dependence of dynamic moduli, Gʹ (closed) and Gʺ (opened), 

during heating from 5 to 70 °C at the rate of 1 °C/min of (a) 4MC, (b) 17PF, (c) 

11PF/MC and (d) 17PF/MC. 
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(a) (c) 

  

(b) (d) 

  

Fig. 4.3  Temperature dependence of dynamic moduli, Gʹ (closed) and Gʺ (opened), 

during heating from 5 to 70 °C at the rate of 1 °C/min of (a) 11PF, (b) 17PF/EDS, (c) 

11PF/MC/EDS and (d) 17PF/MC/EDS 

 

 

4.4  Small‑angle X‑ray scattering (SAXS) Analysis 

 

 

  SAXS experiments were performed at the BL 1.3W of the Siam Photon 

Laboratory, Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon-Ratchasima, Thailand. The 

liquid cell with Kapton windows was used to contain the samples, while the sample 

temperature was controlled by a Eurotherm 2216E Temperature Controller. The beam 

energy was set at 9 keV. The scattering patterns were recorded using the CCD camera, 

and the sample to detector distance was 2500 mm. The scattering intensities were 

computed by circularly averaging the scattering patterns after subtracting the scattering 

of the background from that of samples either in the gel or in the solution states. Data 

corrections and determinations were performed using the SAXSIT program. 
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   In this study, the SAXS technique was used to determine the structural 

characteristic of PF, MC and their blends. As shown in Fig. 4.4, SAXS profiles of MC 

at 25 and 37 °C showed low scattering intensity. At these temperatures, MC was sol. 

The scattering intensity at low q range of MC increased when the temperature increased 

as revealed by the SAXS scattering at 40 °C in which MC sample turned out to be a 

clear soft gel. A very steep upturn of the SAXS curve at small q values was observed 

in the profiles of MC at the higher temperatures of 55 °C and 70 °C (Fig. 4.4). MC was 

a turbid strong gel at these two high temperatures. MC became gel at elevated 

temperatures due to intermolecular associations between the hydrophobic residues of 

the polymers that led to the formation of gel networks resulting in a significant increase 

in the scattering intensities at the low scattering angles as previously described (128, 

129). 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4  Small-angle X-ray scattering curves of 4% w/w of methylcellulose at various 

temperature.  

    

 

 SAXS profiles of 11PF and 17PF at various temperatures are shown in 

Fig. 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively. According to the results obtained from TTM and 

rheological measurements, 17PF showed gel behavior at 25–70 °C, but 11PF did not 

form gel at any temperature. At the low concentration of 11PF, all scattering functions 

at 25, 37, 40, 55 and 70 °C indicated a disordered structure (Fig. 4.5a). In general, the 

dominated cubic lattice structure observed for PF gels is face-centered cubic 

(FCC)(130).The gel structures with an FCC close packed structure have been reported 

as 18–40% PF in water(130-132). As shown in Fig. 4.5b, SAXS profiles of 17PF at 25, 

37, 40 and 55 °C were consistent with SAXS data previously reported for FCC structure 

(131, 132). As mentioned above, at 25 °C, 17PF formed soft gel, and the low diffraction 

intensities might be interpreted as an existence of a defected FCC structure as 

previously described (125, 126, 133). As shown in Fig. 4.2b, Gʹ curve of 17PF dropped 
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at about 55 °C, and SAXS profile showed a somewhat less ordered structure as 

compared to the SAXS profiles at 37 and 40 °C. At 70 °C, however, 17PF show a broad 

peak reflecting a disordered system. The change to a disordered system at this high 

temperature has been previously reported by Meznarich et al. (123). Therefore, 

temperature plays an important role in the formation of ordered micelles and the 

stability of a gel structure. Although the scattering function revealed the order-to-

disorder transition, 17PF gel did not transform to sol at this high temperature as revealed 

by TTM and rheological investigation (Fig. 4.2b). According to the rheological 

measurements, Gʹ slightly decreased compared to the Gʹ at 27–55 °C. This slight drop 

of Gʹ indicated the lower gel strength compared to the lower-temperature gel. This 

transition to lower gel strength may be due to the decrease in solubility of PEO blocks 

at high temperature which caused a part of PEO to be merged into the core of micelles. 

Subsequently, the size of micellar cores was larger and the degree of shell overlapping 

decreased, resulting in the decrease in entanglement density of PEO in the overlapped 

shell and decrease in gel strength as previously explained (122).  

   SAXS profiles of 11PF/MC at various temperatures are displayed in Fig.  

4.5c. SAXS profile of 11PF/MC at 25 °C revealed a disordered structure, and the system 

was in a sol state (Gʺ > Gʹ, Fig. 4.2c) at this temperature. Based on rheological 

measurement, Gʹ was higher than Gʺ after 26.5 °C. A transition from the disordered 

state (sol state) at 25 °C to the FCC-ordered state occurred at the higher temperature of 

37 °C. SAXS profiles showed a slightly less ordered structure at 40 °C and disordered 

structures at 55 and 70 °C. The samples were gels, although less ordered or disordered 

structures were developed at these high temperatures. The same observations have also 

been previously reported for the neat PF gels (124) .For 17PF/MC, SAXS profiles 

indicated FCC-ordered structures at 25, 37, 40 and 55 °C (Fig. 4.5d) since the sample 

was gel at 22 °C (Gʹ > Gʺ) during heating (Fig. 4.2d). The presence of MC lowered the 

gelation temperature compared to the neat 17PF. SAXS profile revealed a disordered 

structure at 70 °C, but that the sample still existed as gel. As shown in Fig. 4.5e–f, 

SAXS profiles of 11PF/MC/EDS and 17PF/MC/EDS were similar to those of the 

corresponding PF/MC blends without EDS (Fig. 4.5c, d). This demonstrated that EDS 

did not cause the change of order structures and gel behaviors of 11PF/MC and 

17PF/MC. 

   Fig. 4.6 summarizes SAXS profiles of samples at room (25 °C) and body 

(37 °C) temperatures. At 25 °C, SAXS profiles of 11PF, MC, 11PF/MC and 

11PF/MC/EDS indicated disordered structures and these samples were in sol state 

based on TTM and rheological data. However, 17PF, 17PF/MC and 17PF/MC/EDS 

exhibited ordered structures, and all were in gel state. At body temperature, all samples 

except MC presented as ordered structures and these samples were in gel state. 

Therefore, 11PF/MC could be used for in situ gelling preparation. The material could 

be injected as a sol at room temperature and become gel at body temperature and 

possibly sustained release the required drug at site of injection. In addition, the 
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thermosensitive sol–gel transition of PF/MC blends did not change when adding a drug 

such as EDS. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Small-angle X-ray scattering curves of (a) 11PF, (b) 17PF, (c) 11PF/MC, (d) 

17PF/MC, (e) 11PF/MC/EDS and (f) 17PF/MC/EDS at various temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.6  Small-angle X-ray scattering curves of 11PF, MC, 11PF/MC and 

11PF/MC/EDS at (a) 25 °C and (c) 37 °C; and 17PF, MC, 17PF/MC and 

17PF/MC/EDS at (b) 25 °C and (d) 37 °C. 

 

 

   In the presence of MC, the decrease of sol-to-gel temperature of 17PF 

and the ability to form gel of 11PF were probably caused by increasing the interaction 

between PF and MC, and/or from decreasing the intermolecular hydrogen bond 

between PF and water as well as between MC and water molecules, causing the 

decrease in water activity or “salt-out like” effect as previously described (38, 122, 

134). When the temperature is below its CMT, PF chains exist as unimer. Upon heating, 

dehydration of the PPO blocks occurred, and micellization started (Fig. 4.7). Due to 

low micellar density of the low concentration of 11PF, the dispersed micelles were 

unable to be packed into an ordered structure, so 11PF solution was in a liquid state. 

Nevertheless, when adding MC into 11PF solution, the dehydrated MC chains may be 

able to act as bridges to connect PF micelles to form a gel network (Fig. 4.7) as 

previously described for Pluronic-R 25R4-assisted gelation of PF (122). MC assisted 

interconnected network of micelles also created turbidity to the system. For higher 

concentration of 17PF, the dispersed micelles may be able to form a closely packed 

crystalline lattice or an ordered structure by themselves and trigger the sol-to- gel 

transition. However, the dispersed micelles of 17PF/MC could form a closely packed 

crystalline lattice, which corresponded to the sol-to-gel transition, at temperatures lower 
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than the neat 17PF probably due to the “salt-out like” effect from MC. At the 22-27 °C 

temperature range, the system formed clear gels. Over 27 °C, MC chains could connect 

PF micelles and a turbid gel was formed. Furthermore, SAXS profiles of the neat PF 

(Fig. 4.5b) were different from that of PF/MC blends (Fig. 4.5c, d); in the presence of 

MC, the steep upturns of the SAXS curves at small q values was observed at high 

temperatures of 55 and 70 °C which was similar to that of the neat MC (Fig. 4.4). 

Therefore, gelling process in the presence of MC at high temperatures might involve 

the gelation of the MC-assisted network connection of PF and also the gel network of 

MC. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.7  Schematic diagrams for the microstructure formation in aqueous solution of 

11PF and 11PF/MC upon heating. 

 

 

4.5  Summary 

    

 

   PF gel formation on heating was modulated by mixing this block 

copolymer with MC. Although 11PF still existed as sol at all temperature ranges (15–

70 °C), 11PF/MC exhibited viscoelastic sol–gel transition upon heating and it remained 

as sol at room temperature (25 °C). Over 27 °C, the turbid soft gel of 11PF/MC was 

detected up to around 31 °C. At higher temperatures, 11PF/MC became turbid strong 

gel. For 17PF/MC, the presence of MC lowered the gelation temperature. At 22 °C, the 

clear soft gel was observed. Above 27 °C, the gel became cloudy. At the intermediate 

temperatures above the gelation temperature, the FCC packing of the micelles was 

dominant. The MC-assisted interconnected network of PF micelles might trigger the 

sol–gel transition. Although the less ordered structure of intermicellar organization was 
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observed at high temperatures, the blends still exhibited gel-like characteristics. In 

addition, the steep upturn of the scattering curves appeared in the small q range. The 

MC network might dominate the gel of the blends at high temperature. The presence of 

the model drug, EDS, did not alter the thermosensitive gelation and the phase behavior 

of the blends. In addition, this study indicates that blending PF with MC is a potential 

strategy for modulating the thermosensitive characteristics of the in situ gel forming 

matrices. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

 

  In 2016, our research group reported that EDS-loaded 12PF/MC, 

14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC were more functional for a sustained 

drug delivery for osteogenesis. Nevertheless, hydrogels characteristics and gel 

formation mechanisms should be additional studied. Therefore, the characterizations 

associated with the gel forming mechanism was carried out in this thesis work.  

  In this study, novel thermo-responsive hydrogels comprising various 

Pluronic F127 (PF) concentrations (12, 14, 16, 18, and 20% w/w) with 4% w/w 

Methylcellulose (MC) were successfully developed and characterized. All hydrogel 

blends were evaluated to obtain the optimized matrices most suited for in situ implant 

drug delivery system. This work performed to find the optimized hydrogels as follows: 

  Firstly, the thermo-responsive hydrogels containing various PF 

concentrations (12, 14, 16, 18, and 20% w/w) were blended with 4% w/w MC and 

characterized. MC, various PF concentrations (12, 14, 16, 18, and 20% w/w) and their 

blends (12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC) were 

systematically performed by TTM, turbidity, DSC and rheological analyses. As a first 

result, PF/MC blending provided clear solution at ambient temperature and became 

turbid gel at the range of body temperature. Second, the clouding phenomenon observed 

in the PF/MC blends may reflect the efficient dehydration of PEO moiety of the 

micelles by MC. Thus, turbidity was the result of MC into PF system. Third, the CMT 

and the enthalpy of micellization were reduced by including MC into PF. Lastly, the 

viscoelasticity results were related with the temperature-induced micellization and 

gelation of PF/MC systems. As these characterizations, gel formation mechanisms of 

hydrogels blends were more well understand and their characteristics suited for in situ 

implant drug delivery system.  

   Next, optimized blends from the first research part were selected and 

then loaded with an antibiotic drug for evaluation the effectiveness for periodontal 

treatment. Among of blends, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC were well suited. Since their 

characteristics were in solution state near ambient temperature of (24 °C) and formed 

in situ gels at body temperature (37 °C). 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC shown substantially 

better mucoadhesive property than pure 12PF and 14PF, respectively. Furthermore, 

biocompatibility of these mixtures was well shown on mouse fibroblasts. In the next 

study, doxycycline hyclate (DX) was added at concentrations of 0.25 and 0.5% w/w 

into 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC. Although, the gelation temperature and viscosity of the 

DX-loaded blends were changed at high temperatures range. However, all blends still 

exhibited gel-like characteristics covering the ambient and body temperature. 

Moreover, DX-incorporated 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends presented the same 
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antibacterial activity as the pure drug solution. This indicated that both PF/MC matrices 

did not prohibit the antibacterial activity of the drug. The 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC also 

exhibited slow-release profile of DX. Therefore, in the present study demonstrated that 

the appropriate mixtures of thermo-responsive PF/MC are promising matrices for the 

development of efficient periodontal drug delivery system. 

  Furthermore, the structural transformation of PF/MC was investigated 

using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), which is a powerful technique used for 

determining the structural organization of micellar and polymeric systems. The thermo-

responsive hydrogels containing 4% w/w MC and various concentrations of PF at 11 

and 17% w/w (11PF and 17PF) were prepared. In this study, etidronate sodium (EDS) 

were added on those samples and investigated. As a result of TTM and viscoelasticity, 

11PF still existed as sol at all temperature ranges (15–70 °C). The blend of 11PF/MC 

remained solution at room temperature (25 °C) and became turbid soft gel (27 °C) and 

turbid strong gel at temperature above 27 °C, respectively. 17PF developed clear gel at 

25 °C. The blend of 17PF/MC exhibited soft gel and strong gel at temperature 27 and 

25 °C, respectively. The gelation temperature of blending hydrogels with EDS were not 

differ from those correspondent concentrations. As a result of SAXS, at the 

intermediate temperatures above the gelation temperature, the FCC packing of the 

micelles was dominant. The MC-assisted interconnected network of PF micelles might 

trigger the sol–gel transition. Although the less ordered structure of intermicellar 

organization was observed at high temperatures, the blends still exhibited gel-like 

characteristics. In addition, the steep upturn of the scattering curves appeared in the 

small q range. The MC network might dominate the gel of the blends at high 

temperature. The presence of the model drug, EDS, did not alter the thermosensitive 

gelation and the phase behavior of the blends. In addition, this study indicates that 

blending PF with MC is a potential strategy for modulating the thermosensitive 

characteristics of the in situ gel forming matrices. 

  In conclusion, blending of polymeric co-solution of PF and MC such as 

11PF/MC, 12PF/MC, 14PF/MC, 16PF/MC, 18PF/MC, and 20PF/MC could employ for 

in situ implant drug delivery system. All blends were advantageous used for EDS 

delivery system. Moreover, 12PF/MC and 14PF/MC blends were effectiveness as an 

injectable delivery system of DX for treatment periodontitis. However, this research 

outcomes could suggest that Dx concentration less than 0.25% w/w was an attractive 

approach to improve viscoelasticity of blends (12PF/MC and 14PF/MC). Therefore, the 

selection of blends, the model drug, and drug concentration should be well considered 

depending on the targeted organs. 
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